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A b stra ct
This thesis falls naturally  into two distinct parts. Both come under the 
general heading of the theory of conformai m apping though the  la ter pa rt 
incorporates work in potential theory.
We first study the grow th of m eans of the logarithm ic derivative of a 
univalent function in the disc. Here results have been obtained by Haym an 
and by Baernstein and Brown. H aym an has shown th a t an elem entary up­
per bound for the growth of these m eans is best possible in general. Later 
on, Baernstein and Brown showed th a t the  means of certain classes of m ono­
tone slit m appings, including support points of the class S  of norm alised 
univalent functions, grow no faster th an  those of the Koebe function up 
to  a m ultiplicative constant. The question rem ained open for unrestricted  
monotone slit mappings. We settle this question by constructing a m ono­
tone slit m apping the m ean of whose logarithm ic derivative grows faster 
th an  th a t of the Koebe function.
Following this, we discuss some recent work by Burdzy on the boundary 
behaviour of positive harm onic functions in Lipschitz domains and appli­
cations of this work to the angular derivative problem. Burdzy obtains 
his results on the angular derivative by probabilistic m ethods. Rodin and 
W^arschawski la ter gave a classical proof of p a rt of B urdzy’s m ain result 
and related his criteria for the existence of an angular derivative to  criteria 
which they had used previously. They were, however, unable to  obtain  a 
non-probabilistic proof of the full theorem .
Using a new non-probabilistic m ethod, we prove a theorem  on the 
grow th of positive harm onic functions vanishing near a boundary point 
of a Lipschitz domain. The plane case of this result and some special cases
11
in space were proved by Burdzy in a series of articles. He went on to  prove 
the full result in space in a  la ter paper w ith R. J. W illiams. O ur result en­
ables us to give an elem entary proof of the rem ainder of B urdzy’s theorem  
on the angular derivative and so complements Rodin and W arschaw ski’s 
work.
We complete our study of this problem  by proving two further related  
results on the boundary behaviour of positive harm onic functions in Lips­
chitz domains. It is likely th a t the  m ethods used will be helpful in problem s 
of a similar nature.
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N o ta tio n
C is the complex plane and z — x -\-iy \s b. complex num ber. 
dlz is the real p a rt of a  complex num ber z.
Crz is the im aginary p a rt of a complex num ber z.
A  =  {z 6 C : |z| <  1} is the unit disc.
is d-dimensional Euclidean space. A point in 'RJ' is denoted by either 
æ or P  or (X , y) w ith X  G and y E P .  We frequently identify (X , 0) 
w ith X .
=  {cc E 'Rf' : \x — cco| <  r}  denotes a ball w ith centre at xq and of
radius r.
S(^Xo,r) =  {% E Rf' : \x — cco| =  r}  denotes a sphere w ith centre at xq and 
of radius r.
H  =  { (X ,y ) : X  E >  0} is the upper half-space in R^.
F  =  {(X, 0) : X  E is the boundary of H.
da  denotes {d — l)-dim ensional Lebesgue m easure in R^.
Cd represents the ( d — 1)-dimensional Lebesgue surface m easure of the  un it 
ball in R'^.
Symbols of the form Ki, i =  0 , 1, 2 . . .  are constants whose values m ay 
depend on the functions in question or on the dimension d bu t are otherwise 
fixed. W hen the value of such a constant is irrelevant, we denote it by c or 
C, The values of c and C  m ay vary from  one occurrence to  the  next.
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C h apter 1
In tro d u ctio n
1.1 A n  overv iew
A fundam ental topic in the theory of functions of one complex variable is 
th a t of conformai m apping. Here a one-to-one analytic function f { z )  m aps 
the unit disc A onto a simply connected dom ain D.  Questions which have 
received atten tion  include coefficient estim ates, as in the recently settled 
Bieberbach conjecture, grow th results such as B aernstein’s result on in te­
gral means, boundary distortion and so on. In the present work, we focus 
a tten tion  on two problems in the theory of conformai m apping, one concern­
ing the growth of the logarithm ic derivative of f { z ) ,  the other concerning 
the angular derivative problem. Though at first sight these questions seem 
unrelated, a key ingredient in bo th  m ethods of approach is finding grow th 
estim ates in strip-like domains. Thus the questions addressed here share a 
common background, a description of which is given in Section 1.2 .
Once the introductory m aterial has been disposed of in C hapter 1, we 
describe in C hapter 2 the context of our first problem  on the  logarithm ic 
derivative of a univalent function. We consider the growth of the m ean
f  \  r2ir
2^ I r , y dO
f{re^^)
where /  is a univalent function in the unit disc A. An elem entary bound 
for this m ean is
h ( r , C ] = o ( ^ \ o s
’ /  y \ 1 —r  1 —r
and we outline a construction due to W. K. Haym an which shows th a t this 
bound is best possible in general.
F urther progress was m ade by A. Baernstein and J. E. Brown who 
considered functions m apping onto the complement of a m onotone slit, 
ra th e r th an  a general univalent function. By a m onotone slit one m eans a 
p a th  from some finite point to  infinity which intersects each circle centred 
on the origin a t most once. They in fact require th a t the  slit does not tu rn  
back too m uch on itself in a sense th a t is m ade precise later. Under these 
assum ptions they prove th a t
(rZ) = ^
\  /  /  \1  — r.
and so the  growth of its logarithm ic derivative is com parable to  th a t of the 
Koebe function. The mappings they consider include support points of the 
class <5. Extrem e points of S  are also m onotone slit m appings bu t it is not 
known w hether they are sufficiently well-behaved to  belong to the class of 
functions considered by Baernstein and Brown. In any case, we construct 
a m onotone slit m apping for which
SO th a t Baernstein and Brown’s result fails for a general m onotone slit 
m apping. C hapter 3 is devoted to the construction of this example.
In C hapter 4 we tu rn  atten tion  to  a ra th e r different topic involving 
work of Krzysztof Burdzy on the growth of positive harm onic functions 
near a boundary point of a Lipschitz dom ain and on the  angular derivative 
problem.
In proving his results Burdzy makes heavy use of probability  theory 
and, in particu lar, of a recent theory of Brownian excursion laws. In a 
series of articles, he obtains results on such excursion laws for a half-space 
in 7^ *^ . He then uses these results to prove theorem s on the grow th of 
positive harm onic functions near a Lipschitz boundary point and to  obtain  
an analogous partia l solution of the angular derivative problem .
Since the  angular derivative problem  is a classical problem  in complex 
analysis and makes no m ention of probability  theory, it seems desirable to
have a classical proof of B urdzy’s result. Some work in this direction is due 
to  B. Rodin and S. E. W arschawski who showed the equivalence of B urdzy’s 
criterion for the existence of an angular derivative to  previous criteria due 
to  themselves and to  Oikawa. They also supplied a proof of one direction of 
B urdzy’s m ain theorem  using their own more standard  m ethods, bu t they 
were unable to  supply a classical proof of the complete result.
We use a new potential theoretic m ethod to give an elem entary proof 
of the generalisation to  space of Burdzy’s m ain result on the boundary be­
haviour of positive harm onic functions in Lipschitz domains. A probabilistic 
proof of this generalisation appears in a la ter paper by Burdzy. O ur proof 
bypasses all of the probability  theory Burdzy requires and easily yields a 
classical proof of B urdzy’s result, fulfilling Rodin and W arschawski’s hope.
In C hapter 4 we give a thorough exposition of B urdzy’s work leading 
up to  his result on the angular derivative. We also discuss relevant classical 
results which help to pu t the present work in context and we describe our 
m ain result. Theorem  4.1, in full.
C hapter 5 is devoted to the proof of Theorem  4.1 and, as such, develops 
our new m ethod in detail.
We conclude, in C hapter 6 , w ith some com plem entary results. The proof 
of Theorem  6.1 employs a now standard  technique which has been used by 
S. E. W arschawski and by P. J. R ippon and which involves the Carlem an 
m ethod and results of Friedland and H aym an and of Sperner. The proof 
of Theorem  6.2 is elem entary, though it is possible th a t the m ethod used 
would be useful in proving other results of this type.
O ur in troductory  chapter now continues w ith an exposition of m aterial 
which forms the background to the thesis.
1.2 Som e background m ateria l
1.2.1 The hyperbolic m etric
In complex analysis, the n a tu ra l distance function on the unit disc is not 
the usual Euclidean m etric bu t the hyperbolic metric. This m etric is chosen
so th a t the analytic homeomorphisms of the disc are isometries. The form 
of one-to-one conformai m aps w{z)  of the disc onto itself is well known. In 
fact, suppose th a t a  and j3 are in the disc and th a t w(a)  =  Then, for z 
in A,
1 —/3tu(z) 1 —a z ’ (1.2 .1)
where 0 <  ÿ <  27T. Conversely, any w (z) arising from (1.2 .1) is a one-to-one
conformai m ap of the unit disc onto itself.
Let us now examine the distortion of length by w{z)  near a.  If we let z
approach a  then  w{z)  approaches /? and (1.2 .1) then gives
\dw\ _  |dz|
1 — \w\^ 1 — |z |2
Thus, if we take
l - | z |2
as the element of length for a m etric on the unit disc, the one-to-one con­
formai maps from A onto itself are isometries. This m etric is called the 
hyperbolic metric.
The geodesic between the origin and a point z is along the Euclidean 
straight line from 0 to z. To see this, we m ay assume th a t z =  r  is positive 
and we suppose th a t 7  is a p a th  joining 0 to  r  param eterised by arclength 
ds. Let Isilf) be the Euclidean length of 7  and (^7 ) be its length in the 
hyperbolic m etric. Then |7 '(s)| =  1 for 0 <  s <  Isi' l)  and so
( 1.2 .2 )
(1.2.3)
\dz\
7 i  -  |z|2
|d(%z)|>  /  -LA
-  J r i I -  (%z)2
> r y p
-  Jo 1 p2
1 . 1 + r
=
=  Z([0 ,r]).
If we write d(0, r; A ) for the hyperbolic distance between 0 and r  in  A, then
d (0 ,r; A) =  L l o g L ^ .  (1.2.4)
This enables us to determ ine the  hyperbolic distance between any two 
points a and 6 in A. W rite
=  T T i ; -
Because is an isometry,
d (a ,6;A ) =  d(0, (f>a(b); A )
1 1 1 +  d(a, b)
=
where
6{a, b) =
b — a
l ~ a b
We may transfer all of the above theory from the disc to  a general simply 
connected domain D,  except C, via the conformai m apping guaranteed by 
the Riem ann m apping theorem . Suppose th a t twi(C) and iü2(C) are one-to- 
one conformai maps from D  onto A. Then
^i(C ) =
where ÿ(z) is one-to-one and conformai from A onto itself. Thus, by (1.2.2),
K ( C ) I  l f W C ) ) l
SO t h a t
1 -  K ( C ) P  1 -  l ? ^ ( « ' 2 ( f ) ) P  
^  K ( O I  
1 — l% ( ( ) P ' 
K ( C ) I
\W 2(01
1 -  H O P
is independent of the choice of univalent m ap w  from D  onto A. We take
as the well-defined element of length in D.  The resulting m etric is called 
the Poincare m etric on D.  The length of a curve 7 (f) on [0 , 1] in D  is then
|7 '(<)||u;'(7(i))|
t o ( 7 ( i ) ) p  
l(«'0  7 ) '( i) |
I(«°t)(<)P 
=  K A l ) ) -
dt
dt
Thus the length of a p a th  in D  is the length of its image in A under any 
w. Thus distance, geodesics etc. in D  and in A all correspond under w. 
A n  e x a m p le  In the case of the  half-plane
D  = { (  : > 0}
we m ay take
=  k '
Thus
2
i -MOP IC + ^ P ‘K + ^ I^-IC-^P
_  2
~  (^ C ~  ^C)
2
—  C )
1
2^ '
The above calculation shows th a t in the upper half-plane
1.2.2 The G reen’s function
We now tu rn  our a tten tion  to  RJ,  d >  2 , and the G reen’s function. Let D  
be any domain in R ^  and let xq be a point in D.  Following Haym an, ( [22], 
page 249), we say th a t g{x,xo]D)  is the G reen’s function of D  w ith pole 
at Xq if g(x ,xo]D)  has the following properties:
1. g is harm onic in D  except a t the point x = xq]
2 . if P  is any boundary point of D,  apart from a polar set E ,  then
g(x, Xq] D)  0 as X P  from inside D
and if P  is a point of E ,  g{x, xq; D)  rem ains bounded as x P  from 
inside D\
g log \x — xq\ rem ains harm onic at x = xq iî d = 2, 
g — \x — xq\^~'  ^ rem ains harm onic a t œ =  ccq if d >  2 .
Polar sets are countable unions of compact sets of capacity zero. In fact, 
H aym an notes th a t it has been shown by Bouligand th a t the exceptional 
set E  is precisely the set of irregular boundary points. For the definition 
of an irregular boundary point see [22], page 58. None of the domains 
we consider have irregular boundary points. One way to see this is th a t 
associated w ith each point P  of dD  there is an arc if d =  2 or a cone if 
d >  2 in the complement of D  ending at P  (see [22] Theorem  2 .11). The 
existence of the Green’s function is guaranteed by the following theorem  
which appears as Theorem  5.24 in [22].
T h e o re m  l .A  I f  D  is any domain in 'RJ’ whose boundary is not polar, 
then the Green’s function of D  exists and is unique.
1.2.3 H yperbolic distance and the G reen’s function
There is a simple relationship between hyperbolic distance and the G reen’s 
function in a simply connected plane dom ain D.  We can write down the 
G reen’s function for the unit disc, gr(0, z; A ), quite simply. It is
1g{0 ,z ]A )  =  log
\z\
Thus
z =  e -g{0,z',A)
whence, by (1.2.4),
1  1  +  g - p ( 0 , 2 ; A )
d ( 0 , z ; A) = - I o g ^ — ( 1.2 .6)
It is a consequence of the conformai invariance of both  hyperbolic distance 
and the G reen’s function th a t (1.2 .6) holds for general points a and b in the 
unit disc and hence also in any simply connected domain D.  In general, 
then,
1 1 4 -
1.2.4 The Poisson integral formula
We will need the forms of the Poisson integral form ula for harm onic func­
tions in a ball, in a half-space and in a strip. In each case, the function 
u{x)  is assumed to be harm onic and bounded in the dom ain in question 
and continuous onto the boundary. For a ball P ( 0, r )  we have
=  h  L , r )  ( 1.2 .8)
In the case of the half-space H  in Rf- i.e. H  =  {(X ,i/) : X  E , y  >  0},
Finally, when the domain is the strip  {z =  œ -f zy : 0 <  i/ <  tt} in the 
complex plane.
e
|ef — ' 7-00 |e^ -f
( 1.2 .10)
1.2.5 The m axim um  principle
The m axim um  principle tells us th a t subharm onic functions are dom inated 
by their boundary values. We quote [22], Theorem 2 .3 .
T h e o re m  l .B  Suppose that u(x)  is subharmonic in a domain D  of R ^  
and that, i f  (  is any boundary point of D  and e is positive, we can find a 
neighbourhood N  of (  such that
u{x) < e in N  n  D.
Then u{x)  <  0 in D  oru{x)  is constantly 0. I f  D  is unbounded we consider 
(  = oo to be a boundary point of D  and assume that u{x) < e in N  0  D  
when N  is the exterior of some ball, B ( 0 ,R ) .
1.2.6 T he Caratheodory kernel theorem
Suppose th a t {/n} is a sequence of one-to-one conformai m aps where /„  
m aps A onto a simply connected dom ain Dn- It is reasonable to th ink th a t 
if we had an appropriate definition of dom ain convergence and the domains 
Dn ‘converged’ to a domain D,  then  the m aps /„  should also converge to 
the  one-to-one conformai m ap from A  to D. C aratheodory proved a result 
of this type in [9].
The m ost na tu ra l type of convergence for analytic functions in the unit 
disc is th a t of uniform convergence on compact subsets. Such convergence 
preserves analyticity and uni valence.
The type of domain convergence appropriate  in this situation is kernel 
convergence. Suppose th a t {Dn} is a sequence of domains all of which 
contain a fixed point, say the origin. The kernel of the sequence {Dn}  is 
defined as follows. Let O be the set of all points in the plane which lie in 
all bu t finitely m any of the domains By assum ption, 0 is in 12. If no 
neighbourhood of 0 lies in f2 then  we pu t ker{Dn} =  {0}. Otherwise we 
take ker{Dn} to  be the component of the interior of f2 containing 0. In this 
case, it is easy to see th a t ker{Dn} is a  simply connected domain since any 
closed Jo rdan  p a th  in ker{Dn}, being compact, lies in Dn for large enough 
n  and so is homotopic to  a point. Finally, we say th a t {D^} converges to 
its kernel, ker{Dn}, if any subsequence of {Dn}  has the same kernel.
W ith  this notion of kernel convergence, Caratheodory proved the theo­
rem  which follows.
T h e o re m  l .C  Let {Dn} be a sequence of simply connected domains of  
which all contain 0 but none of which is the entire plane. Let fn map 
the unit disc A  one-to-one and conformally onto Dn, normalised so that 
/n (0) =  0 and /^(O) is posfitive. Let D  be the kernel of {Dn}- Then fn con­
verges to f  uniformly on compact subsets of A  i f  and only i f  Dn converges 
to D and D  is not the entire plane. In  the case of convergence there are 
two possibilities. I f  D  =  {0}, then /  =  0 . I f  D  ^  {0}, then D  is a simply 
connected domain, f  maps A  conformally onto D and the inverse functions  
f~^  converge to f~^ uniformly on each compact subset of D.
A clear account of the Caratheodory kernel theorem  is presented in [14], 
C hapter 3.
1.2.7 C haracteristic constants o f sets on the sphere
We begin by defining the characteristic constant a (D ) of a m easurable set 
E  on the unit sphere.
Suppose th a t E  is open. Then let P { E )  be the class of Lipschitz func­
tions /  on the unit sphere which are nonnegative, not identically zero and 
which vanish outside D. Let
Then the characteristic constant oci^E) of E  is defined to  be the positive 
solution of the equation
a[a  d — 2) = X.
If jE is a compact set on the sphere we define
cc{E) =  sup{o:(D) : E  C D  and D  is open }.
If D is a general m easurable set on the sphere we define
a{E)  =  in f{ a (F ) : F  C E  and F  is compact }.
For sets E  on 5(0, r) , the sphere of radius r ,  we put
a{E)  = a{È),
where E  is the projection of E  onto the unit sphere, i.e.
È = [ ^ - . x e E ) .
We need the following two results on characteristic constants. The first 
is due to Sperner [33]. By a spherical cap on the unit sphere we m ean a 
set of the form
{ ( ^ ,2/) G 5 (0 ,1 ) : y >  c} 
for some c w ith —1 <  c <  1.
T h e o re m  l .D  Among all the sets E  with given [d- l ) -d imens ional  surface 
area on the unit sphere in R /  a spherical cap has the smallest characteristic 
constant.
O ur second result is due to  Friedland and Hayman. They prove ( [18], 
Theorem  3)
T h e o re m  i . E  I f  E  is a spherical cap of (d — 1)-dimensional surface area 
CiS on the unit sphere in R ^  then
+  ( 1.2.11) 
1 2(1 -  5 ), i  <  5  <  1.
1.2.8 Carleman m eans and H uber’s inequality
Suppose th a t u[x)  is subharm onic and nonnegative in jB(0,ro). The quan­
tity
'" W  =  , 0 < r < r o ,  (1.2.12)
is called the Carlem an m ean of u. It was used by Carlem an to  give a proof 
of the Denjoy conjecture on asym ptotic values.
Let D{r)  be the intersection of the set u{x)  >  0 and 5(0, r). Then we 
let a ( r )  be the characteristic constant of D{r).
The following convexity theorem  is the key to C arlem an’s m ethod. In 
its higher dimensional form it is due to H uber [23].
T h e o re m  l . F  Suppose that u{x) is a nonnegative and subharmonic func­
tion in B{0,ro) and that D[r) is nonempty when 0 <  r  <  tq. Then
r ^  {log A{r)} > 2 a { r ) d - 2, (1.2.13)
where
^ ( r )  =  r - ^  (rn{rfr'^  . (1.2.14)
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Theorem  l .F  relates the Carlem an mean to  the characteristic constant 
of D{r)  and using Friedland and H aym an’s result we can then estim ate this 
characteristic constant in term s of the area of D{r).  This technique is used 
in Lemma 5.4 and in Theorem  6 .1.
Lastly, note th a t we can relate w(0 , r / 2) and m (r) as follows. We pu t 
(see (1.2 .8))
Then
3.2‘^ -2 
CdT' -^  ^ JD{r)
by the Schwarz inequality.
«(0. \ )  < A (0 , L) <  I  u ( f  ) K C )  <  3 .2 '^ - X r )  (1.2.15)
1 2
C hapter 2
B ackgroun d  on th e  m on oton e slit  
m ap p in g  exam p le
2.1 B a er n ste in ’s T h eorem
Now th a t the general background m aterial has been presented we introduce 
the problem on the growth of the logarithm ic derivative of a univalent 
function.
Here S  is the class of functions analytic and univalent in the unit disc 
for which /(O) =  0 and f '{0)  =  1. A special function in S  is the Koebe 
function,
whose image dom ain is the whole complex plane slit along the negative real 
axis from — |  to — oo. The function A:(z) is extrem al for m any problems. The 
most famous is the Bieberbach conjecture solved in 1985 by L. deBranges. 
A problem  of com parable infamy concerned integral means. If /  is in 5 , r 
is in (0 , 1) and 0 <  p <  oo we pu t
T hat is Mp(r, / )  is the Lp m ean of /r(e^^) =  /(re^^). W hen p =  oo we write 
^ o o { r , f )  =  m ax { |/(re '^ ) | : 0 <  0 <  2%}
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and the basic growth theorem , ( [14], Theorem  2 .6), says th a t 
Moo(r, / )  <  Moo(r, k)  =  ■ - ^ .
(I  - n
In 1925, Littlewood proved
1 — r
whereas
M i{ r , k )  =   ^ _  ^2 .
The correct bound for Mp{r, f )  rem ained unproved until B aernstein’s A cta 
paper [2] of 1973, though it had  long been conjectured th a t k(z )  would 
dom inate p^^-means also. Baernstein proved more.
T h e o re m  2 .A  Let be a convex, nondecreasing function on 7Z. Then, 
for each f  in S  and 0 <  r  <  1 ,
f2-K
0 (lo g |/(re "  )|)d0 <  ^  ÿ(log|A;(re* )|)d^. (2 .1.1)
I f  (j) is strictly convex, then equality holds for  some r only i f  f  is a rotation 
of k.
The choice of (j)[x) =  0 <  p <  oo, yields th a t for all /  in S ,
M p { r , f ) < M p { r , k ) .
The proof of Theorem  2 . A is based on B aernstein’s s tar function which has 
proved to  be a powerful tool in tackling other problems in function theory.
2.2 M ean s o f  th e  logarith m ic d erivative
2.2.1 M eans and coefficients
A ttention was then focused on integral means of derivatives of functions in 
S.  The progress made on the logarithm ic derivative is of particu lar in terest 
to us in the present context. If /  is in S ,  we write
f{re^^)
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Upper bounds on l 2 ( r , f ' / f )  of the form 0 (1 /(1  -  r) )  have consequences 
for both  the boundary behaviour of the logarithm ic function
g{z) =  log
z
and for its coefficients.
A few definitions are required to  make the la tte r statem ent more precise. 
If /  is in i-P, where p >  1, we define its integral modulus of continuity  by
ujp{t) = cüp{t] / )  =  ^sup^ -  f { re^^ ) \^dey  .
A function f  in > 1, is said to  belong to the sm oothness class A^
where 0 <  a  < 1, if its boundary function, which is in L^, has integral 
modulus of continuity
u;p{t) =  o ( r ) .
A necessary and sufficient condition for /  to  belong to  A^ if 1 <  p  <  oo 
and 0 <  q; <  1 is th a t
1
(1 — r) i~ “ y '
In particular, /  is in A | if and only if
2
A {r, /') = I f  \f{re'^)\^de = O .
The following inclusions are known
jjoQ Ç- ^2 gjfyfOA C for every p <  oo.
An account of the above results can be found in [13] and [15].
Returning to  f { z )  in S  we see th a t g{z) = lo g (/(z ) /z )  is in A | if and 
only if
1
The connection between means of the logarithm ic derivative and coef­
ficients of lo g (/(z ) /z )  is m ade precise by the following lem m a from [15]. 
W rite
OO
n=l
W hen f { z )  = k{z),  then  =  - .
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L e m m a  2 .A  Let'yn be the logarithmic coefficients of a function f ( z )  in S .  
Then
i f  and only i f
Also
if  and only if
N
X ) =  0 { N ) .
71=1
^2 ( r . ^ ) = 0 ( ^ I o g ^
N
J]n= 'h„|= ' =  0 (# logJV ).
(2.2.2)
(2.2.3)
(2.2.4)
(2.2.5)
71=1
2.2.2 A n upper bound
The following lem m a due to  P. L. Duren ( [20], page 151) gives an upper 
bound for l 2 {r, / ' / / ) •
L e m m a  2 .B  I f  f { z )  is in S  then
/ 2 ( r . ^ ) = o ( ^ I o g ^ (2 .2 .6)
P r o o f  The m ethod of proof is to  pass to area integrals over annuli. If 
0 <  r  <  1 and |  <  r i  <  r 2 <  1, then
M {r)  =  m ax { |/(re '^ ) | : 0 <  ^ <  27t},
m (r) =  m in { |/(re '^ ) | : 0 <  ^ <  2%},
D {v i , r 2 ) = f { { r i  < \z\ < T 2 }).
For the annulus {ri <  \z\ < r 2 } we have,
'Ti<\z\<r2
A{’'i,r2) -  JJ
=  / /J JD{ri,r2)
/ ( re t* )  
pdpdf
dxdy
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^ m (n )  p
We know from the standard  growth theorem , ( [14], Theorem  2 .6), th a t
” *('•) ^  - ' I  ^  ( T ^ -
Thus since n  >  1/ 2, we have m (r i)  > 1/8  and so
A ( n ,  r s )  <  27t l o g  ( 2 . 2 . 7 )
Since I 2 {t, f ' /  f )  is an increasing function of r,
2r^
<  ; H r 2 ^ ( n . r 3 ) .  (2 .2 .8)
^2  ' 1
Choose T2 so th a t 
Then r 2 — r i =  |(1  — n )  and so (2.2.7) and (2.2 .8) yield
t 2 =  ^(1 +  n ) .
r (  f ' \  .  Sir , 32
.^ 2 7’! 1-7 I ^  7:------- rlo g/ /  -  ( 1 - r i )  ° ( l - r i )
=  O f - i - l o g  ^
, 1 —  1 —  T \ .
The surprising thing is th a t this elem entary bound is best possible. 
Haym an [20] has constructed an example of a function f  in S  for which
Thus the elem entary bounds (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) are best possible in 
the full class S.  It should be noted th a t H aym an’s results relate to  mean 
p-valent functions and the constants he obtains are independent of the 
position of the zeros or any other norm alisation. Moreover, some of the 
constants are best possible.
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2.2.3 U pper bounds for m onotone slit mappings
In [3], Baernstein and Brown considered support points and extrem e points 
of S.  The inequality (2.1.1) w ith f { z )  and k{z)  replaced by their derivatives 
does not hold in general. A com putation shows tha t.
=  ( f ^ '  .
which is in for any p  less than  | .  But Lbhwater, P iran ian  and R udin 
have constructed in [26] an f { z )  in S  whose derivative is in no class. 
However, if we restrict a tten tion  to  support points of S  then, according to  
Baernstein and Brown, k{z)  has the largest grow th up to  a m ultiplicative 
constant.
Support points of S  are known to be m onotone slit m appings. T ha t is 
C \  / ( A )  is a p a th  F on [0, oo) which intersects each circle w ith centre the 
origin at m ost once. In addition, F has the following properties: F is an 
analytic arc which is asym ptotic to  a  straight line at infinity and at the 
finite tip F(0); F has w hat is known as the ‘7t/4- p roperty ’, namely th a t 
the angle between the tangent to F at a point and the radius vector to th a t 
point does not exceed 7t/4 in absolute value.
It is known th a t extreme points of S  are m onotone slit mappings.
Baernstein and Brown considered the class Ad(A),0 <  A < tt/2 , of 
m onotone slit m appings, (the slit need not be analytic), w ith the analo­
gous property  to  the tt/4-property, except w ith 7t/4 replaced by A. More 
precisely, they required th a t for every ti  in (0, oo)
m  -  m )
and th a t
lim sup
lim sup
t->t7
arg
arg
n i l )  
r (^ i)  -  F (t)
<  A
< A.
The first inequality should also hold for =  0. They proved th a t if /  is in 
yVf(A) and ^  is convex and increasing on TZ then
re^^) rk'{re^^)
k{re^^)
de, (2.2.9)
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where C(A) depends only on A. In particu lar, if /  is in M { \ ) ,  then
/: de < (2 .2 .10)f{re^^)
so th a t g{z) = log{ f{z ) /z )  is in A | in this case. In fact, the set of such
functions g is bounded in A | . W hether this solves the problem  in question
2
for extrem e points is uncertain, since it is not known w hether an extreme 
point of S  m ust lie in M { \ )  for some A, 0  <  A <  tt/ 2 .  In any case, the 
results fail if /  is an unrestricted  m onotone slit m apping as is shown by a 
m apping to be constructed in C hapter 3. The existence of such a m apping 
was suggested earlier by H aym an (see rem ark in [15] page 38). There is a 
m onotone slit m apping /  for which
2.2.4 H aym an’s exam ple
We now outline the example given by H aym an in [20]. Haym an constructs 
a univalent function g{z) in A whose image g{/S) is contained in the strip  
{w  : \^w\  <  7t} and for which
(2 .2 .11)
Then f [ z )  =  is the required conformai mapping.
The image of g{z) is depicted in Figure 2.1.
He proves th a t g{z) satisfies (2.2.11) by showing th a t there are sequences 
rk and rj. tending to  1 w ith <  rj.,
(2.2.12)
and
•27T
'Tk
' /  \g\re^ ) >  ATg log   . (2.2.13)
0 Jv  1 — Tk
Note th a t A [rk ,r ’if) is the area of the image under g[z)  of the annulus 
{z  : Tk < \z\ <  rj.}. The openings dn are chosen so th a t the centres Sn of
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F ig u re  2 .1  H aym an’s dom ain
2 0
the  boxes En  for n  in the range
<  n < 2*’.', (2.2.14)
all lie a t the same hyperbolic distance from the origin up to an additive 
constant. In fact, for each A; >  1 and each n  in the range (2.2.14) we have
2*' +  A -  0 ( 1) <  2d{ sn ,  0; O) <  2‘" +  fc +  0 (1).
Thus we have
2‘" + A -  0(1) < 2 d { w , 0;D ) < 2 ’'" + k  +  0(1)
for all w in a box about whose area is half th a t of En- The to tal area of 
these boxes in the range (2.2.14) exceeds for a fixed constant K .  On 
pu tting
1 log i ± I *  =  2*' +  A -  0 (1 ) and \  log ^ - ± 4  =  +  fc +  0 (1 )
2  1 -  rfc 2  1 -
it follows th a t (2.2.12) holds. Also the Euclidean area of the image of the 
annulus {z  : rk <  |z| <  r^} exceeds
1 - V k '
which is (2.2.13).
The above example is not a m onotone slit m apping. In C hapter 3 we 
show how H aym an’s construction can be adapted  to  obtain a similar exam­
ple which is also a monotone slit m apping. This shows th a t the inequality 
( 2 . 2 . 1 0 ) ,  and hence (2.2.9), fails in the lim iting case A =  tt/ 2 .
2 1
C h apter 3
A  m on oton e slit m ap p in g  w ith  large  
logarith m ic d erivative
3.1 S ta tem en t o f  th e  th eorem  and a basic  
lem m a
We construct an example which shows th a t g[z)  =  lo g ( /(z ) /z )  is not nec­
essarily in AJ if f { z )  is a m onotone slit m apping. The example also shows 
th a t Baernstein and Leung’s inequality (2.2.10), and hence (2.2.9), fails in 
the lim iting case X = tt/ 2 .
For convenience, we define a monotone slit, F (t), to  be a curve on [0, oo) 
which intersects each circle w ith centre the origin precisely once. Thus
r(o) = o.
A m onotone slit m apping is a univalent function in the unit disc A whose 
image domain is precisely the complement of a m onotone slit. D enote the 
class of m onotone slit m appings by A4.
T h e o re m  3.1 There is a function T'(z) in A4 for which
f  1  ^ , 1
Theorem  3.1 follows from the next lemma.
22
Lem m a 3.1 There is a function Q{z) for which
T ( z )  is in M. where T [ z )  — exp{Ç{z)) (3.1.1)
and there are sequences rk o,nd r'k which tend to 1, for  which rk <  and 
(1 — rfc)/(l — rj.) is bounded and for  which
Jrr i i>2it 1' I \Ç'{re^ )\^rdOdr > Cq log lo g -   (3.1.2)
r& Jo I — rk
where C o  is an absolute constant.
Mimicking an argum ent in [20] page 167 yields
^  log lo g - 2 - .
In fact, since is an increasing function of r,
H r,g ' ) r d r
^k — ^k
=  /2 _  2 ' k ' k
_  2 C o  , , 1
>  35— log log
>  log log —
The last inequality holds because (1 — rk) /{ I  — r^) is bounded. Theorem  
3.1 now follows since
r 2 U , Ç \ = T ' , % i r ' „ g ' ) .
Lemma 3.1 is proved in two stages. Firstly, an interm ediate m apping, g{z), 
from the unit disc to  a sym m etric dom ain D  is obtained which satisfies 
(3.1.2). The dom ain V  is then pertu rbed  to  a dom ain 7i so th a t (3.1.2) 
remains valid for Q{z) : A h-> 77 and so th a t (3.1.1) also holds. It is more 
convenient to  first make the necessary estim ates in the sym m etric domain 
V  and then show th a t they rem ain valid in an admissible dom ain 77 which 
is close to T>.
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3.2 E stim a tes  o f  h yp erb o lic  d istan ce
Suppose th a t { u n jf’ is an unbounded, increasing sequence of points on the 
real axis for which ai is nonnegative.
D e fin itio n  3 .1 Define a domain D  corresponding to the given sequence 
{on} hy
D  = {z  : |0=z| <  7T, unless dtz =  a„ for some n, in which case |Sjz| <  —}. 
We w rite 2dn =  — a^. Lastly, for each n  we define
and
= {z  : a n  < ^ z  < an+i, ^  <  <  t t }
= {z  : Qn < ^ z  < On+l, ~TT <  CfZ <  ——}.
In the next section, a specific choice of the spacings dn is m ade and it will 
be shown th a t, in this case, the conformai m apping from the un it disc to 
D  satisfies (3.1.2). Estim ates of hyperbolic distance in D  are needed to do 
this, along the real axis in the  first instance and also from the real axis to 
points in
3.2.1 D istance along the real axis 
A  lo w er b o u n d
We will need the following lem m a which is a special case of a result on 
Steiner sym m etrisation ( [21] C hapter 5). In this special case we give an 
elem entary proof which we were told of by P. J. Rippon. A dom ain D  is 
said to  be convex w ith respect to  the im aginary axis if whenever x + lyi 
and X 4- W2  lie in D  then so does the line segment joining them .
L e m m a  3 .2  Let D he a simply connected domain which is symmetric about 
the real axis and convex with respect to the imaginary axis. Suppose also 
that 0 is in D. Then
m ^x{g{0 ,x  4-iy' ,D)} = g{0,x]D)
where g{f) ,z\D) is the Green’s function for D with pole at 0.
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P r o o f  Suppose th a t zi = x and th a t Z2  = x where y  is positive, are 
in D.  We wish to show th a t g{f)^Zi\D) >  g{f)^Z2 \D).  W rite jD ,^y for the  
component of Z) H {z : ^ z  > y /2 }  containing Z2 - Then
ui{z) = g{0,z]D)
is harm onic in Dx,y and continuous in Dx,y
W rite U2 {z) for the function in D^,y given by
U2{z) = U2{t + ^r)
=  g{0,t + t { y - r ) ; D ) .
Since D  is sym m etric and convex w ith respect to  the real axis, U2 {z) is 
well-defined. Moreover, U2 {z) is harm onic in Dx,y if ly  is not in Dx,y and 
superharm onic if ly is in Dx,y, b u t superharm onic in any case.
Thus
u{z) = U2 {z) — u i(z )
is superharm onic in Dx,y and continuous in Dx,y  By inspection, u{z)  >  0 
on dDx,y and so by the m axim um  principle u{z)  >  0 in Dx,y  In particu lar
g{0 ,x]D) — U2 {x + iy)
> u i { x + ïy) = g { 0 , x +  iy]D).
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Let a and b be points of the real axis, 0 <  a  <  6. Theorem  1 of [19] 
gives a lower bound for the hyperbolic distance d(a, 6; D)  between them .
Suppose th a t o;n,n =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  is a sequence of complex num bers for 
which Icd^ il =  Tn is strictly  increasing and unbounded and for which
Wo =  0, Wi =  —1.
W rite 6n for log(rn+ i/rn) if n  > 1 ,  and w rite Cn for-min(<^n, Then 
Theorem  1 of [19] runs as follows:
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T h e o re m  3 .A  I f  f { ( )  is regular in | <  1, |/(0 ) | < 1  and f [ Q  never takes 
the values uj^ , then for  <  M { p , f )  < r^+i we have
log M (p ,/ )  <  2 log ^  6i +  30.
Here M { p , f )  =  m ax{|/(pe*^)| : 0 <  ^ <  27t}.
We have
L e m m a  3 .3  I f  < a < an+i,a,m < b < am+i and a^+i — a < 1, then
L _ _ 1 m
d{a, b\ D)  > —  T E  — 8 (3.2.1)
where €{ =  min(4(7i, IQdf).
P r o o f  We first estim ate d{Q,x;D)  where x is positive. Let h (Q  be the
conformai m apping from A  to D  for which h{0) =  0 and h'{0) is positive.
Then h{()  omits all points + î(7r/2  +  A:7r),n =  1, 2 , . . . ,  and k in Z .  Hence
“l)
omits cün,n =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  where loq =  0, Wi =  —1, and >  1.
Moreover, |/(0 ) | =  <  1 since Oi >  0. Thus f { ( )  satisfies the  hypothe­
ses of Theorem  3.A. If æ =  h{p) and |^| =  p then < x. O therwise, by
Lemma 3.2 and since the G reen’s function for D  is decreasing on (—00, 00),
p(0, /i(C); D) < g{0, m ( ( ) ;  D ) <  p(0, x]D)
which contradicts the assum ption th a t p and ^ lie on a level line for the 
Green’s function. Hence,
Thus, r„ <  M { p , f )  < if and only if o„ <  x <
Also, for n  >  1,
Sn =  log -Z ± l =  2(an+i -  On) =  4(7 .^
( COn
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Theorem  3.A yields
2x — 2cl\ <  2 log   H Ct +  30,
J- P i
and so, if ai <  1,
d (0 ,x ;£ )) >  (3.2.2)
Thus, if Oin ^  a  ^  CLn-\-ij Oiyn ^  b ^  cLni.^ .1 and CLn-{-i d ^  1, then
I  __ ^  -j m
d(a, 6; D ) >  —  T ^  e* — 8 (3.2.3)
^  ^  n + l
where e* =  min(4d{, 16dJ) which is (3.2.1).
A n  u p p e r  b o u n d
This is m uch easier.
L e m m a  3 .4  I f  0 < a < b, then
d { a , b ; D ) < ~ .  (3.2.4)
P r o o f  Since D  contains the strip  <S,
<S =  { 2: : | ^ 2:| <  t t / 2 } ,
it follows th a t
d(a, 6; D) < d{a, b]S) =
3.2.2 D istance into a box
We suppose th a t <  tt/4 . We write =  (un+i +  n^)/2  and let s be a 
point of the box jB+. Estim ates of the distance from s to  the real axis are 
obtained in the next lemma, b u t first of all we quote [20], Lemma 6 which 
will be useful in the proof.
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L e m m a  3 .A  Suppose that D q is a simply connected domain containing the 
rectangle
iTo =  {5 ; 5 =  cr -f- zr, |cr| <  d, —To — d <  r <  tq +  d}
where Tq is positive. Then
d { — lT o , l T o ]  D o )  <  ^ T o  4 - — .
Suppose further that the complement of D q contains the points s — i t  h d  
for —To <  T <  Tq except possibly for a set of r  having linear measure I. I f  
|(Ji| < d and |<J2| <  d then
d[ai — ztq, c72 +  D q) >  —  ^To — — j — —.
We can now state
L e m m a  3 .5  Suppose that s = Xn4-i{'T/2 + p) where p lies in [dn,Tv/2 — dn]. 
Then
d (x „ ,s ;£ » )<  j ( £ ) + 4 o g ^  +  i f r  (3.2.5)
where K \  = I  log 27t 4- tt/4  4- log 7, and
d{xn ,s ;D)  > (3.2.6) 
Furthermore, i f  x  is the point on the real axis closest to s we have
d{xn,s]D) -  d (x , s ]D )  4-K 2 (3.2.7)
where K 2 = \  log 27t 4- tt 4- log 7.
P r o o f  Let 5+, s~ be the points x^+iip^/2+dn), Xn4-i[TT-dn)/2 respectively. 
By the triangle inequality,
d{xn, 5; D) < d{xn, D ) +  d (s“ , ; D)  +  d(s+, s; D).  (3.2.8)
28
Let B \  be the disc j z  —  x ^ \ <  7r/2. Then
d{xn,S~\D) < d{Xn,3~\Bi)
1 27T — dr,
=  Ô log2 (L
<  2 ^  +  2 l^S^TT. (3.2.9)
Let B 2  be the disc \z — x^ — z(7t /2  +  dn/4)| <  d„. Then,
A ^ l , 4 \ D )  < d { s - , s t \ B 2 )
=  log 7. (3.2.10)
D  contains the rectangle
{z  = X-\-iy : an < X < a„+i and ^  < y  < ^  +  p +  dn}
and the vertical sides of the rectangle are each p a rt of the boundary of D.  
T hus it follows from Lemma 3.A th a t
-D) <  -  4- -  (3 .2 .11)
and, since I equals 0, we have for —dn < t < dn
+^,<s;D) >  -  . (3.2.12)
The inequality (3.2.8) and the estim ates (3.2.9), (3.2.10), (3.2.11) together 
yield (3.2.5) w ith the stated  value of ZCi.
The inequality (3.2.6) is no more difficult. Let 7^ be the geodesic from 
5 to  th a t point x of the real axis closest to  s. Let Qn be the point where 7 .^ 
meets the line ^ z  =  tt/ 2  + dn on its way from s. Because 7 n  is a  geodesic, 
d{x, s; D) = l{'jn) > d{s, Qn] D)  where (^7^) is the length of 7n- 
By (3.2.12),
d(s,(3„;Il) >  J  (£■ ) -  — . (3.2.13)
So we see by (3.2.5) and (3.2.13) th a t (3.2.7) holds. Moreover, since 
d{xnyS]D) > li'jn), (3.2.6) follows from (3.2.13) and the proof of Lemma 
3.5 is complete.
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3.3 T h e in term ed ia te  m apping
Now th a t these estim ates of distance have been made, the  next task is to 
make a specific choice of the num bers in Definition 3.1, or equivalently 
of the spacings d„, to construct the  interm ediate domain.
We suppose th a t ai =  0 and 2di =  1. For each A: >  1, we define
"  2V2* -  n
when 2*“  ^ <  n  <  2* and, for A; >  1, we define
2d2Jk =  A; +  1. (3.3.2)
This defines the interm ediate dom ain V  in accordance w ith Definition 3.1.
We need the following lemma, ( [20], Lemma 4), which yields an estim ate 
for the error in the triangle inequality for hyperbolic distance in V.
L e m m a  3 .B  Suppose that D is a simply connected domain with a line of  
symmetry L. Let Wi be a point of D  not in L  and let W2  and be points 
of D  on L.  We let 5 be the min imum hyperbolic distance of w\ from L  with 
respect to D  and we put
OL =  d { w i , W 2 )  — 6.
Then,
d{wi,W 3 ) > d{wi,W 2 ) 4- d{w2 ,W3 ) — 2a — lo g 2.
We now prove
L e m m a  3 .6  There are sets in T),k =  1 ,2 , . . .  and there is an un­
bounded, increasing sequence {A^} such that
Xk ~  Gi <  d(0, z] "D) <. Xk Cl
for large k whenever z  is in Dk and such that the Euclidean area of Q.k 
exceeds
C 2  log Xk
where Ci and C 2  are absolute constants.
3 0
P r o o f  We shall show th a t it is possible to  choose a point from the  boxes 
5 4  ) -^n > with 2*"^ <  n  <  2* — K q for a  fixed constant K q and a specific k, 
so th a t these points all lie a t the same distance from the origin.
Let 5 be a point a^ n +  ^(7^/2 +  p) in the n*^-box, and in the Az^^-block
so th a t 2^“  ^ < n  < 2 ^. By the triangle inequality,
d(0,s )  <  d(0 ,æn) +  d(ccn,«s)
— d ( 0 ,  Xji)  4 “ d(^Xji, 3^2^ — 1 )  T  d { x j i ,  s )  d{xj^,  3/2*=—%)
— d(0, 332fc_i) 4" d{Xy ,^ s) d(^Xji, 3Î2fc_i).
Or,
d(0, s) -  d(0, X2 k_i) < d{xn, s) -  d{xn,X2 k_i). (3.3.3)
In the other direction. Lemma 3.B gives
d{0, s) > d(0, Xn) 4- d{xn, s) — 2a — log 2
where a  is the discrepancy between the m inim um  distance from s to the 
line of sym m etry of V,  which is the real axis, and the distance to the specific 
point Xn of IZ. It follows from (3.2.7) th a t
1 1 
^  —  2 ^— h ZCg •
Thus,
1
d(0, j )  >  d(0,a3n) 4 -d(ic„,s) -  l o g  27^2- l o g  2
cLfi
=  d{0,X2k_i)  +  d{Xr, ,s)  -  d{Xn,X2k_i)  - l o g  ^  -  K3,
dn
where K 3  = 2 K 2  4- log 2. Or,
d{0,s) -  d{0 ,X 2 k_i) > d{xnjs) -  d{xnyX2 k _ i ) - l o g -  K 3 .  (3.3.4)
We define
A(p) =  d(0, s) -  d{0 , X2 k_i) =  d(0, Xn + i{tt / 2  4- p)) -  d(0, X2 k_i).
If X(dn) is negative and X{tt/ 2 — dn) is positive then, by continuity, A(pn) 
equals 0 for some pn in (d^i, 7r/2 — d„).
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It follows from (3.3.3) th a t X(dn) is negative if
^(®ri) s) d{Xnf 332^ —l) ^  0 (3.3.5)
when s =  +  d^), and  from (3.3.4) th a t \ [ tt/ 2  — dn) is positive if
d(a3n, s) -  d(cCn, X2 k_i) -  log ^  -  K 3  >  0 (3.3.6)
dji
when s ■= Xn + — dn). Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 yield
1 2^'-! 2
-(332fc_i -  3Jn) -  4 ^  d- -  8 <  d(03n, 332fc_i) <  -(332fc-l ~  Xn).
n+l
Also, for s =  cCn +  i{'k/ 2  +  p), where p is in [dn,7r/2 — dn], we obtain  from 
Lemma 3.5 th a t
d{xnt — 7  ( t " )  +  9  log +  -^14 \ Gyi, /  ^ CLji
and th a t
Thus (3.3.5) holds if
-  i  ( £ )  “ T'
2*-l
I  ( t )  +  +  “  I  -  ® n ) - 4  d ?  - 84 Vdn/ 2 d,
i.e. if
p=dr
2*-l1 1 1  
9  log 7 ------9  (a32fc-i — a^ n) +  4 ^  d? -f AT4 <  0
^  Z  n + l
where K 4 =  t t / 4  4* ATi +  8 . Likewise, (3.3.6) holds if
< 0
(3.3.7)
> 0
p= 7r/2—cZr
th a t is, if
(3.3.8)
where K 5 = t t  K 3. We w rite n  =  2* — TV, so th a t dn =  \ N ~ \  and obtain 
from (3.3.1)
_  1 A  1 1 A , 1 \
3 2
and
We note th a t
and th a t
Thus (3.3.7) holds if
2 ^ - 1  -, N - l  1
iV 2
2V F - 2 < % ] - ^ < 2V ¥  
1 V i
log N  < log # 4 - 1 .
— log(4V #) — - ( \ / #  — —) 4- —(log # 4 - 1 ) 4 -  # 4  <  Oj
th a t is, if
V N  >  l o g #  4- K q.
Similarily, (3.3.8) holds if
— - j  V N  > -  log #  4- # 7
th a t is, if
V #  >  y -¥—Tv' l o g #  4- #8-(7t2 - 1 )
Thus (3.3.7) and (3.3.8) both  hold if #  >  K q , where K q is a suitable 
absolute constant.
Hence, for large fixed k ,  there are points 4- 4- P n )  in each
of the boxes w ith
2^-^ <  a  <  2* -  # 0
for which
A(pn) =  0.
In other words, the points S n  all lie a t the same distance d(0 ,X2i:_i) from 
the origin. W rite A^  =  d(0, cc2fc_i). Then
V 1
<  2 ^ 2k-l
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so th a t log At <  # 9  log 2  ^ for large k.
A round each point lies a  disc of radius dn/2  whose points are distant 
no m ore than  Z log 3 from s ,^. We define Qk to  be the union of these discs 
and Cl to  be Z log 3. To complete the proof of Lemma 3.6, it rem ains to 
show th a t the area of f it  exceeds C 2  log At for a  fixed constant C 2 . We have
A r e a o f n ,  =  ¥  £  1
> ^ 105(2*"^ -  1) - — (1 +  log ATo)
for all sufficiently large k. Thus,
Area of Ht >  log At,
for all sufficiently large k and we take C 2  =  7r/(128Arg). This proves Lemma 
3.6.
3.4  T h e m on oton e slit m apping
We are now in a position to prove Lemma 3.1 and hence Theorem  1 by 
constructing a m apping Q(z) from A to a  domain where #  is a modi­
fication of the domain V  defined by (3.3.1), (3.3.2) and Definition 3.1, so 
th a t the m apping Q(z) satisfies (3.1.1) and (3.1.2). We begin w ith some 
notation. Let a  be real and 6 be positive. We define Ia,s to be the interval 
(a — a-f-^). We define 'ya,s to  be the function on la^s whose graph is the
polygonal path , having successive vertices
a — S, a — 6 /2  - f  z t t / 2 ,  a  -f- 6 /2  — z t t / 2 ,  a-}- 6.
Suppose th a t and are two sequences of positive integers,
for which ai < «i+i, z =  1, 2, . . .  and ft- is ‘large’ compared w ith a{. Define 
a sequence of domains {%)//} corresponding to  {a^} and {ft-} as follows: for 
each n  from 1 to  #  and, if n  =  1, for those a{ w ith 1 <  z <  2“  ^ and, if 
1 <  n  <  # ,  for those a{ w ith 2“"-^ <  z <  2“” , define
lai =  laifi-Pn 3-nd =  7ai,2-^n*
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D e fin itio n  3 .2  Define to be the union of the sets Ui and U2  where 
U\ = {z  \ d^z is in some laifi  <  2“^ , and 7 .^ — ztt <  <  7 .^ ztt},
U2  = {^ z : is not in any Iai,i  ^  2“^, and z  is in %)}.
Lemma 3.1 follows directly from the  lem m a which follows.
L e m m a  3 .7  The numbers Xi and f t  may be chosen so that for the corre­
sponding sequence of domains where Dq =  D, we have that each
of the sets Qk of Lemma  3.6 lies in and that, i f  z  is in some Dk, then
\d{0,z;VN) -  d{0,z;T>N+i)\ < 2 ~ ^ . (3.4.1)
The domains clearly converge to a domain H  in the sense of kernel 
convergence and Ti is bounded by two curves F(t) and F(t) -f 2m, t in 
( —00, 00) where diT[t) is a strictly increasing function of t. Hence, if Q{z) : 
A —> 74, where ^ ( 0) =  0 and ^^(0) is positive, then
exp(^(z)) is in A4
which is (3.1.1). Also, each of the sets Qk lies in 74 and for z in Qk, by 
Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7,
00 1 °° 1
Aa: — Cl — ^  <  d(0 , z; 74) <  Afc +  Cl +  ^  — .
Thus, for z in Ofc,
Aa; — C3 <  d(0 , z; 74) <  Aa; +  C3,
and, as before, the area of Ük exceeds C2 log Xk.
We define rk and r^, A; =  1, 2, . . .  by
i  log =  Aa: -  C 3  and i  log =  Aa: +  C 3 .
Z 1 — TA: Z 1 — r t
3 5
. TT
F ig u re  3 .1  The Interm ediate Domain
‘' I
F ig u r e  3 .2  1^ ,8 and
A X^ >v\
o,
F ig u re  3 ,3  The Domain H
‘Re.uo
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Hence, (1 — r i : ) /( l  —rj.) is bounded and
> Area of
>  Co log log
which is (3.1.2) and completes the proof of Lemma 3.1 and hence of our 
theorem. Thus it rem ains only to  prove Lemma 3.7. In order to  do so, we 
need one further result.
L e m m a  3 .8  Let R q be the rectangle
Ro —  {s = a + iT \ —L  <  (J  <  L ,  | r |  <  t t } .
Suppose that Ui{s),U2 {s) are two positive harmonic functions in Rq, con­
tinuous on dRo and vanishing o n  |r |  =  tt with
« i(0) ,  P
« 2(0)
Then, i f  — t t  <  r  <  t t  and L  >  2log(24/7r), we have
ui{ir)
U2{ir)
P r o o f  Let V be the vertical side of R q for which a =  —L.  Then w(0 , V ] R q) 
is the harm onic m easure of V at the origin.
W rite 5 i  for the half-strip {s = a i r  : a > —L,  |r |  <  t t } .  It follows 
from the reflection principle th a t
_  w(0,y;7Zo) <  w(0 , y ; ^ i )
=  2uj[0,H]S)
where 5  is the strip  {cr +  zr : |r |  <  tt}  and H  = {a  à: nr : a < —L}  is the 
boundary of S to  the left of V.
The Poisson Integral form ula for S gives
^ g - ^ / 2  yO
TT [ .J — CO
=
TT
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W hen Rq is m apped to  A sym m etrically and fixing the origin Ui(s), U2 {s) in 
Ro give rise to  harm onic factions ui(z ) ,  U2 {z) in A . Moreover, by invariance 
of harm onic m easure, ni(e'*) and U2(e**) vanish when t lies in (—^ , ^) or 
( tt — 5 ,7T  +  where S =
Hence, for 0 <  r  <  1,
dt
l - r 2
<  èU “ ^("“ ^ * ) r - 2 r s i n 5  +  r 2
, X 1 —
“  ^ - 2 r s i n 5  +  r=!’ 
where V{r, 6) is the Poisson kernel in the unit disc. Similarly,
U2{±ir) =  U2(e"*)P ^ r , t  q= 0  d i
Thus,
>  ^z(O) 2 _i_ 2r  sin ^  4- r “
Ui{±ir) ui{0) f  1 + 2r sin S
U2 {àzir) ^  ^ 2(0) \  1 — 2r  sin ^
, l + ( r g ï ) s i n 5
< c
< c
1 -  ( î ^ )  sin 5 
/1  +  sin 5 A
V I - s i n  (5y ’ 
since (1 +  x ) / ( l  — x)  increases on (0,1). Also,
 ^ ^ <  1 +  4æ for æ <  i .
1 — X 2
Thus, for S < 7t / 6, it follows th a t if —1 < r  <  1,
^ ^ 4 ^  <  C ( l  +  4sin5)
U2(ir)
< C(1 + 4S).
So under the correspondence between R q and A,
If , ( 1 r
< C (l +  16e“ 2^)
U2(îr)
38
for —7T <  r  <  TT if 62-^  >  24/%. This proves Lemma 3.8.
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  3 .7  The sequences and (3i, whose existence is asserted 
in the statem ent of the lemma, are chosen inductively: Ajv+i and /^w+i are 
chosen once the dom ain has been fixed. T>q is the in term ediate dom ain 
%) of Section 3.3; this dom ain is used to s ta rt the induction.
Suppose, therefore, th a t Ai and /3i,i =  1 , 2 , . . . , #  have been chosen and 
let be the corresponding dom ain according to Definition 3.2. W hat 
follows works equally well when N  = 0, =  V  and we wish to choose Ai
and /?i. To begin w ith, we recall from (1.2.7) th a t
1 1 _i_ g - s ( 0 , z ; £ > )
d{0, z-,D) = -  log (3.4.2)
As h decreases to  zero, h[l  +  e~ ^ )/( l — e~^) decreases to  2. Therefore, if e 
is positive, there exists a positive 8, such th a t for 0 < h < 8,
th a t is, for 0 < h < 8,
log ^  <  log ^ <  log ^  +  log(l +  e). (3.4.3)
We choose e so th a t log(l -f e) =  2~^ and choose a positive 8 so th a t (3.4.3) 
holds.
We recall th a t, for each k, the A:*^-block of boxes is separated from the 
{k l)^*-block by a rectangle of w idth 27t and length Â; +  1. Set
— 2 T  ^ 2^ +1 )
so th a t certainly Uk increases to  infinity w ith k. Thus, since g[0, 
approaches zero as \z\ tends to  infinity, we m ay choose Ajv+i greater than  
Ajv so th a t, if
g{0 ,z]VN) < e~^8 (3.4.4)
and so th a t
log(l +  1 6 e - ^ )  <  2 - " - ' .  (3.4.5)
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Set Vn  = {z  in T>n  : >  i^Xtr+i}- ^  follows from (3.4.2) and (3.4.3), th a t
for z  in Viv,
5 < 5
Ajv+1 has been chosen so th a t | lo g ( 2/^ )  gives a good approxim ation to 
hyperbolic distance in VJv. It rem ains to  choose
Let be the dom ain which corresponds to the choice, in Definition
3.2, of Ai, A2, . . . ,  Aiv+i for the A’s and of for the /3's, for a 
positive integer n. In o ther words, is Pjv+i in the no tation  of Definition
3.2, w ith the above choice of the first #  +  1 A’s and )0’s. By allowing n  to 
vary over the positive integers, we produce a sequence of domains {X^}. 
O ur objective is to  show th a t if n  =  no is chosen large enough then  (3.4.1) 
holds, in which case we pu t /3n +i =  ?%o. The sequence of domains { V ^}  
converges to X>y/ in the sense of kernel convergence. Thus, by Theorem
l.C , if gn(z) maps onto A w ith 5^71(0) =  0,^^(0) positive and g{z)  maps 
X)^ to  A normalised in the same way, the functions gn{z) converge to  g{z) 
uniformly on compact subsets of
It follows th a t, for large n,
00
U ^ k C V ’'
k= l
and th a t, for z in Da;, A; =  1, 2, . . . ,  Aw+ij
M(0. z; % )  -  d(0. z; 2?” )| <  (3.4.7)
It rem ains to show th a t by choosing n  large enough, (3.4.7) can also be 
made to hold for z in Dfc when k  >  Ajv+i.
Choose a positive e so th a t log(l — e) >  —2“-^“ .^ Again by kernel 
convergence of gn{z) to  g{z), it follows th a t for large n.
Since the rectangle
Rq =  {z  : -  Atv+i/2  <  +  At^+i/2  and |^ z | <  tt}
4 0
is contained in Pjv and since bo th  G reen’s functions are harm onic there 
and vanish on the sides of R q where \Qz\ =  tt, it follows from Lemma 3.8 
th a t '
=  l  +  1 6 ^ L . / 4  <  
for dtz =  I'Xir+i and |0=z| <  tt. Because of (3.4.5) and the  choice of e bo th  
lo g ( l /a i )  and logo :2 are less than  2~-^.
Both of the G reen’s functions g (0 , z ;V ^ )  and ^ (0 , 2:;X>jv) are defined in 
yjv" and vanish on the boundary of 1 ^  where strictly. On the
rem aining boundary, th a t is {z : |^ z | <  %}, we have
oiig{0,z;T>N) < g{0 ,z ;V ^ )  < a2g{0,z]VN)  (3 .4 .8)
Hence (3.4.8) holds on the boundary of V/v and by the m axim um  principle 
throughout V^.  Since we certainly have log «2 <  2 and g{0,z]T>ii) < e~^S 
in Vn  by construction, g{0,z]V'^)  <  6 throughout Therefore (3 .4 .6) 
holds for the Green’s function for as well as for th a t is
2 g{0,z-, 1>) ^  g{0, z - , V ' ) ' ^  W ^ '
From the inequalities (3.4.6), (3.4.8) and (3.4.9), we obtain th a t for z in 
Vm (in particu lar for z in ü k , k  >
d{0,z-,V’^ ) < L o g -7— ^— +  ’■
2 °g { 0 , z ;T > )  2"+ i
, 1 , 2 1 , 1  1
<  -  log —r------— ^  +  -  lo g  f-
2 °g{0,z - ,VN)  2 ' 2 '^+i
<  d{0,z-,VN) + — ,
d {0 , z -V ’')  >  L o g
2 g{0,z-,T>^)
> d { 0 , z - , V N ) -
Hence for sufficiently large n, say n  =  no, and z in % , A; =  1, 2 , . . . ,
\ d { 0 , z - , V ^ ) - d { 0 , z - V ’' ) \ < ^ .
Choose pN+i =  7%o- This completes the proof of Lemma 3.7.
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C h apter 4
B ackground  on th e  angular  
d erivative  p rob lem
4.1 D efin ition s and  a basic th eorem
If f { z )  is analytic in a neighbourhood of the point zq then, by the definition 
of the derivative,
\ f { z ) — f{zo) — {z — Zo)f'{zo)\ = o{\z — Zq\) (4.1.1)
as z —> Zq. Suppose now th a t f ' { z o )  is non-zero. Then it follows th a t / ( z )
is conformai at zq, i.e. for z near Zq,
a rg (/(z )  -  f{zo)) =  arg(z -  zq) -f- a rg (/(zo ))  +  o (l). (4.1.2)
It also follows th a t
! i g  - F » r "  °Z ~ * Z o
Moreover, (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) w ith f'{zo)  non-zero imply (4 .1.1).
The situation where Zq is a boundary point of the dom ain of analyticity 
of / ( z )  has received m uch attention. We consider a  conformai m apping 
/ ( z )  from a fixed domain, such as the unit disc A, onto a general sim­
ply connected domain D  and we wish to find geometric conditions on the 
boundary of D  near / ( I )  so th a t (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) hold w ith Zq =  1. This 
is the context of the angular derivative problem.
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We take our fixed dom ain to be the upper half-plane H  and the bound­
ary point of H  we consider is the origin. Now we define the angular limit
a t 0 of a function g{z). If 0 <  a  <  t t ,  we write
. r TT a  7T a ]^ ( a )  =  | z : - - - < a r g z < -  +  - | .
We say th a t g(z)  has the angular limit p'(O) if
for each angle A {a)  w ith 0 <  o: <  t t . Suppose th a t f { z )  is a conformai m ap­
ping from XT to  a domain D. We say th a t f { z )  has the angular derivative 
f '{0 )  at 0 if f '{ z )  has the angular lim it, /'(O ), at 0.
Note th a t the existence of an angular derivative is a local property  of 
the domain at a point ra ther th an  of the particu lar conformai m apping
f i^ ) -
The angular derivative problem  is to  find geometric conditions on the 
dom ain D  so th a t f  : H  D  has a non-zero angular derivative a t 0.
The existence of an angular derivative implies the existence of an angular 
lim it. Suppose, in fact, th a t the angular derivative of /  exists. F irst, the 
radial limit
/(o )  =  /(*!/)
exists since
/(%%/) =  /(O  -   ^ /  f'{w)dp-
Next, suppose th a t z is in A {a)  for some a  in (0,7t). Then, {{ z = x + iy,
l / ( ^ ) - / ( o ) l  <  \ f { z ) - f M \  + \ f M - f { o ) \
=  1^ f '{p  +  w )dp  +  \ f{w )  -  /(o )l
<  ^ i \ f W \  + o{l)) + \f{ iy) -  f ( 0 )\
< <^yi\f{^)\ + o{l)) + \f{ iy) -  f{o)\
which has limit 0 as y tends to  zero or equivalently as z approaches 0 in 
A(a).
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We say th a t / ( z )  has the asym ptotic value a a t the boundary point (  
of H  if there is a Jordan  arc T th a t ends a t (  and otherwise lies in H ,  for 
which / ( z )  approaches a when z approaches f  along F.
We now quote the very useful Theorem  10.5 of [28].
T h e o re m  4 .A  Let f { z )  be a conformai mapping of the upper half-plane H
onto D for which / ( z )  has the angular limit /(O) at 0. Then the following
propositions are equivalent.
1 . f ( z )  has the angular derivative f ' [ 0 ) at 0;
2 . f '{ z )  has the asymptotic value f ' { 0 ) at 0;
3 . ( f { z )  — / ( 0 ) ) /z  has the angular limit f ' { 0 ) at 0;
4- ( / ( z )  — f { 0 ) ) / z  has the asymptotic value /'(O ) at 0.
Theorem  4.A shows th a t the existence of a non-zero angular derivative 
implies conformality at the boundary. So, corresponding to (4.1.2), we 
see th a t if /  has a non-zero angular derivative a t 0 then  Theorem  4.A (3) 
implies th a t
a rg (/(z )  -  /(G)) =  a rg z  -f a rg / '(0 )  -f o (l) (4.1.4)
when z is in A(o!) for any fixed a  in (0,7t). More easily, the angular lim it
z- * 0  |z|
exists and equals |/ '(0 ) |.
4.2 P artia l resu lts
P artia l results have been obtained by m any authors and we describe some 
of these results now. It is practically impossible to m ention each of the 
results on the  angular derivative problem  as the literatu re  is extensive and 
m any earlier results have been superseded.
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Ostrowski [27] has given necessary and sufficient conditions for confor- 
m ality, th a t is for (4.1.4) to  hold.
Jenkins and Oikawa [24] and Rodin and W arschawski [31] have given a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an angular derivative 
in term s of extrem al length. Then, in [30], Rodin and W arschawski use 
extrem al length estim ates and the extrem al length criterion to  extend and 
to  give simpler proofs of earlier results. In particular, they give complete 
solutions to the angular derivative problem  when D  contains or is contained 
in a half-plane. Their results generalise theorems of Ferrand in [17] and 
[25]. For example, Condition 2 of Theorem  4 .0  is due to her. It is w orth 
stating  these theorems explicitly here if only to give a flavour for the type 
of result known. We need some notation  to do so.
Let D  denote a simply connected domain which contains the line seg­
m ent [O,zro] for some positive tq. For small r , denote by 6 r the largest arc 
of D  n  { |z| =  r}  which contains ir. We choose a rg z  to  lie in (—tt/2 , 37t / 2].
Let Un be a decreasing sequence of positive num bers w ith lim it 0. P u t
f .  =  l o g - ^ ,
'^ 71+1
v \ r )  =  m in{argz : z is in 
v ”[r) =  m ax{argz : z is in 0,.},
On=ma.x{\v'{r)\ :un+i < r  <Un},
K  =  m ax{|u"(r) -  7t| : Un+i <  r  <  Un}.
We can now sta te  [30], Theorem  1.
T h e o re m  4 .B  Lei D he a simply connected domain contained in the upper 
half-plane H  and for which 0 is accessible along the positive imaginary axis. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1. D has a non-zero angular derivative at 0.
2 . A ny  sequence of positive, decreasing numbers {ti^} with finite 
satisfies
Z ] < oo and ^  8 r,6 '^  <  oo.
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3. There exists a positive, decreasing sequence {un} with
Y ^ S I < co, J 2  < oo and (6")’ <  oo.
4 . There exists a positive, decreasing sequence {un} with
Y  < 0 0 , Y  <  00. Z )  ( ^ n f  < 0 0  and Y  <  oo- •.
5. There exists a covering of [H \  D)  H { |z| <  1} by discs An of radius 
Tn centred at on the real axis such that
r_
X < - •
The theorem  which follows deals w ith the case when D  contains a half- 
plane. It is Theorem  2 of [30].
T h e o re m  4 .C  Suppose that D  is a simply connected domain which con­
tains the upper half-plane H . Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1 . D has a non-zero angular derivative at 0 .
2. Whenever D  C\ {\z\ <  1} contains disjoint discs An centred at x^ on 
the real axis and radius r^ then
must be finite.
3 . There is a positive, decreasing sequence {un} such that
<  o o , Z % r  <  oo aW  <  oo.
4 . There is a positive, decreasing sequence {wn} such that
< oo ,Y^  6n^n < 0 0  and 6 n6 ” < 00.
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A theorem  due to  B. G. Eke gives a  necessary and sufficient condition for 
the  existence of an angular derivative for a special class of domains which, 
in contrast to  the results above, need not contain or be contained in a half- 
plane. P artia l results for this class had  been obtained earlier by Ferrand 
and Dufresnoy and by W arschawski. The angular derivative problem  in 
general rem ains unsolved however.
Eke considers domains which arise in the following m anner. Suppose 
th a t {tin} is a sequence of positive num bers for which Un+i <  Attn where 
0 <  A  <  1. Suppose th a t { v n }  and are sequences of real num bers for
which
lim Vn =  0 and lim v '  =  t t
n —>oo n —»-oo
and Vn < Then the simply connected dom ain D  is to  be the interior of
the union of the sectors
{z  : Un+i <  | z |  <  U n  and Un <  a rg z  <  u^}.
We say th a t D  is in class E .  He defines
^ n = v ' n -
A n  =  m a x { K ^ i  -  < 1,  | U n + l  -  V n l } .
In [16], Eke proves the following.
T h e o re m  4 .D  I f  D  is a simply connected domain in class E  for which 
either
(4.2.1)
n = l  V “ ^ + 1  /
or
oo 1
(4.2.2)
n = l
is convergent, then a necessary and sufficient condition for D  to have a 
non-zero angular derivative at 0 is the convergence of the other sum.
A special case of the above result is when =  Un +  tt for each n. Then 
D  is the interior of the union of the sectors
{z : U n + i  <  | z |  < tin and tin <  arg z <  -Un +  t t }
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where, as before, u^+i < AtXn and limun =  0. In this case A„ =  |un+i — Vn| 
and Theorem  4.D yields
C o ro lla ry  4 .A  The above domain has a non-zero angular derivative at 0 
i f  and only i f
oo 1
E A J i o g f
n = l
is convergent.
4.3  B u rd zy ’s resu lts
Burdzy approaches the angular derivative problem through probability  the­
ory and m odern potential theory. His papers [4], [5] and [6] are a trilogy 
under the global title  of ‘Brownian excursions and minimal th inness’. In 
the  first in the series he establishes results on Brownian excursion laws 
and derives criteria for m inim al thinness from these results. The second 
article presents applications of these results to the boundary behaviour of 
the Green’s function and the th ird  presents applications to the angular 
derivative problem. We outline each article in turn .
In [4], the m ethods used to  establish the criteria for m inim al thinness 
involve Brownian excursion laws and potential theory. Brownian excursion 
laws, Burdzy says, form p a rt of the exit theory of M aisonneuve which is 
a generalisation of the excursion theory of Markov processes. The m ain 
references for this are M aisoneuve’s article in Ann. Probab S. (1975) and the 
book ‘M arkov processes and M artingales, Vol. 1’ by D. W illiams. The m ain 
references for the potential theory used is Doob’s book ‘Classical P otentia l 
Theory and its Probabilistic C oun terpart’ and the book ‘Brownian M otion 
and Classical Potential T heory’ by P ort and Stone.
The m ajor p a rt of [4] is taken up w ith results on Brownian excursions. 
Some results from [7] are also needed. The last section deals w ith criteria 
for minimal thinness where the following theorem. Theorem  3.2, is sta ted  
and proved using results established earlier in the paper. It is assum ed th a t 
d is greater than  1.
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T h e o re m  4 .E  Let h : F  IZ he a nonnegative function and put
A  = { { X , y )  in H  : 0 < y  < h{X)} .
Suppose that h is Lipschitz or that h [X)  =  /ii( |X |)  for  some monotone 
function hi : [0, oo) —>• 71. Then A  is minimal thin at 0 i f  and only i f
L h{T)|T |< 1  ITI'^ d T < oo.
In [5], Burdzy uses the m aterial in [4] to  obtain results on the boundary 
behaviour of the G reen’s function. He proves (Theorem  4.1 and Theorem
4.2 of [5])
T heorem  4 .F Suppose that either the simply connected domain D  is con­
tained in H  and satisfies the cone condition
{ [ X , y )  ; y > c\X\ and y <  i }  G (c >  0), 
or that D  contains the half-space H . Fix P  in D  f] H . Then the limit
Hm 3{P ,{0 ,yy ,D )
y -* 0  y
exists.
In the au tho r’s opinion, the m ain results of [5] are Corollaries 4.1, 4.2 and
4.3 which we state  now.
Suppose th a t
D  = { { X , y ) : y > h { X ) }
for some nonnegative function h : F  7Z such th a t /i(0) =  0. Fix P  in D.  
Then Corollary 4.1 runs as follows.
T heorem  4 .G I f  h { X)  is Lipschitz or h [X)  =  /ii(|X |) for  some monotone 
function hi : [0, oo) i-» 7Z for which hi(t) < at i f  t <  1 /c  for  some positive 
c, then the limit
y-^0  y
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i s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  0 i f  a n d  o n l y  i f
The au thor continues w ith Corollary 4.2 to  Theorem  4.2, the proof of which 
he adm its is (some eleven pages) long.
Suppose th a t h : F  TZ is nonnegative and th a t h{0) =  0. Suppose
th a t
D  =  { (% ,y ) :y > - /L ( % )} .
F i x  P i n  i f .
T h e o re m  4 .H  Suppose that h(AT) is Lipschitz. Then
y-yO y
i f  and only i f
Under the same assum ptions he states Corollary 4.3.
T h e o re m  4.1 Suppose that h '. F  7Z is given by h (A ) =  h i(|% |) for  
some nonnegative monotone function hi : [0, oo) 7Z. Then
y-^0  y
i f  and only i f
In [6], the au thor begins by reviewing the results of the earlier papers and 
gives some prelim inary results on the angular derivative problem. The m ain 
result of this paper is Theorem  7.1.
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Burdzy introduces the concept of a Lipschitz m ajoran t to  the boundary 
of a simply connected plane dom ain D. He supposes th a t 0 is a boundary 
point of D  and fixes a positive num ber e. Then is defined to  be the 
smallest Lipschitz function w ith constant 1 for which dD  ft {z  : \z\ <  e} is 
contained in {z : Erz <  he{diz)}.
For a real-valued function g, denote the function m ax{0,y} by and 
denote — m in{0,y} by
Theorem  7.1 of [6] runs as follows.
T h e o re m  4 .J  Suppose that D  is a simply connected domain which has 0 
as a boundary point and that the Lipschitz majorant of the part of the 
boundary of D  in {z : |z| <  e} satisfies
L
(4.3.4)
for some positive e.
Then the angular derivative f '{0) exists. I t  is not equal to 0 i f  and only
i f
•1 h : ( t )
L ■dt <  oo. (4.3.5)
To prove Theorem  4.J, Burdzy uses, directly or indirectly, all of the 
results listed above together w ith others from [7] and m any others from 
probability theory. It is our aim  in C hapter 5 to  give an elem entary proof 
of the necessity of condition (4.3.5).
The first to  give classical proofs of some of B urdzy’s results were Rodin 
and W arschawski. In [32], they showed the equivalence of B urdzy’s Lip­
schitz m ajorant conditions to  some of the older notions used as criteria 
for the existence of angular derivatives, which we described earlier. They 
proved, ( [32], Theorem  1),
T h e o re m  4 .K  Suppose that D  is a simply connected domain which has 
0 as a boundary point and, for a positive e, let denote the Lipschitz 
majorant of the part of the boundary of D  in {z : |z( <  e}. Then Condition
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2 of Theorem 4. C implies (4.3.5). I f  D  n  H  has an angular derivative at 0 
then  (4.3.5) implies Condition 2 of Theorem 4-^-
The condition that D  H H  has an angular derivative at 0 is equivalent 
to (4.3.4).
Thus we see by Theorem  4.B th a t (4.3.4) and Condition 5 of Theorem
4.B are equivalent. Using known results and techniques, they then  prpved
T h e o re m  4 .L  Suppose that D  is a simply connected domain which has 0 
as a boundary point. Suppose that the Lipschitz majorant of the boundary 
of D  near 0 satisfies
J - 1  P
for some positive e. Then the angular derivative f'{0) exists and is non­
zero.
4 .4  T h eorem  4.1 and  th e  co n n ectio n  w ith  
B u r d z y ’s w ork
Let h{X)  be a real-valued Lip 1 function defined on F  which vanishes 
outside |X | <  1 and for which h(0) =  0. Suppose th a t h{ X)  has Lipschitz 
constant 1 so th a t \h{Xi)  — h { X 2 )\ ^  \Xi  — X 2I. Then
7) =  {(% ,y)in7^‘':  y >;,(% )} (4.4.1)
is a dom ain in w ith 0 in dV.
As before, write
h'*'(X) =  majc{0, h (X )} , /i~(A’) =  — m in{0,/i(X )}.
For positive e w rite for the component of P  H B(0, e) which contains 
those points (0 ,y) w ith 0 <  y <  e.
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F ig u re  4 .1  The dom ain D  of (4.4.1)
T h e o re m  4 .1  Suppose that the integral
h+{T)
L
and that
L
|T|<1 |T |‘' 
h -{ T )
dT  <  CO
dT  — oo.
(4.4.2)
(4.4.3)
'IT |<1 \ T \ ^
I f  e is positive and if  u is any positive harmonic function in 7)^ which 
vanishes at all points of dD  fl dD^ ,^ then
u{ 0 ,y )
y
oo as y 0+. (4.4.4)
In C hapter 5 we give an elem entary, non-probabilistic proof of Theo­
rem  4.1. We now show th a t this leads easily to a proof of the  necessity 
of condition (4.3.5) in Theorem  4.J, thereby com plem enting Rodin and 
W arschawski’s Theorem  4.L.
Let /  and D  satisfy the assum ptions of Theorem  4.J and suppose th a t
(4.3.4) holds b u t th a t (4.3.5) does not. We w ant to  conclude th a t f { 0 )  =  0.
By the definition of h^{x),
D'  ^ = {z  : y  > he{x) and \z\ < e}
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is contained in D. W riting for the component of D'  ^ containing we
conclude from Theorem  4.1 th a t if u  is positive and harm onic in and
vanishes on {z  E dD^ : y  =  he{x)} then  (4.4.4) holds, i.e.
u{iy)
oo as ^ 0+.
y
Next we show th a t any conformai m ap /g of the upper half-plane H  
onto Dç w ith /e(0) =  0 has /g(0) =  0. Let ge denote the inverse function of 
/g. Since
u{z)  =  % g(z)
is positive and harm onic in Dg and vanishes on {z  E dD^ : y  =  /ig(cc)},
>  5 £ iM  _  oo as y 0+,
yl y
by Theorem  4.1. Thus, p u tting  Wy — gdw))
M '^ y ) 0 as y —^ O’^ ,
th a t is, f ç{w) /w  has the asym ptotic value 0 along the asym ptotic pa th  
r ( t )  =  Wt , 0  < t < e/2 in H.  Thus, by Theorem 4.A, /'(O ) exists and 
/'(O) =  0. Since Dg C D,  we deduce from a standard  comparison theorem  
(see e.g. [28], Theorem  10.6) th a t f ' { 0 ) — 0 also. Thus condition (4.3.5) is 
necessary in Theorem  4.J.
Theorem  4.1 also gives a  proof of the necessity of condition (4.3.1) and
(4.3.2) in Theorems 4 .G and 4.H respectively, and hence of condition (4.3.3) 
in Theorem  4.1. This is because the m onotone function h i { X )  lies between 
two Lipschitz functions hu{X)  and hi{X)  for which, according as th e  in te­
gral in (4.3.3) converges or diverges, the corresponding integrals converge or 
diverge. In fact. Theorem  4.1 generalises the necessity of condition (4.3.5) 
in Theorem  4.J to  space. Burdzy himself does the same in a la ter paper 
with R. J. W illiams [8].
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C hapter 5
A  n on -p rob ab ilistic  p ro o f o f  
T h eorem  4.1
5.1 In trod u ction
We present in this chapter an elem entary and non-probabilistic proof of 
Theorem  4.1 on the boundary behaviour of positive harm onic functions 
near a boundary point of a Lipschitz domain. The significance of this 
result was discussed in C hapter 3. We present the result again here for the 
reader’s convenience.
It is supposed th a t h{X)  is a real-valued Lip 1 function w ith Lipschitz 
constant 1, which is defined on F,  vanishes outside |X | <  1 and for which 
h{0 ) = 0. We pu t
D =  3 /> k (% )}  (5.1.1)
For positive e we write for the com ponent of D  H B(0, e) which contains 
those points (0 ,y) w ith 0 <  y <  e.
T h e o re m  4.1 Suppose that the integral
and that
/ t |< :
I f  e is positive and i f  u  is any positive harmonic function in which
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vanishes ai all points of dD  D dD^, then
-> oo as y -> 0+. (6.1.4)
y
The rem ainder of this chapter is devoted to  the proof of this theorem .
5.2 Som e tech n ica l lem m as
We begin w ith a simple estim ate for the Poisson kernel. Let P (X ,y )  de­
note the Poisson kernel of the ball B{0, r )  w ith  its singularity a t (0 ,r )  and 
norm alised so th a t P (0 ) =  1. In o ther words, for (X , y) E P (0 ,r ) ,
L e m m a  5.1 For \X\ < r, we have
dy ( x , o )  <  - •  ( 5 . 2 . 2 )
P r o o f  A routine calculation gives
f -  l%nr
dy  ■  l ( i x p + r ^ ) ^
dr^r
{ J .
_  d
r
This proves Lemma 5.1.
The next lemma gives a criterion for a function u(X , y), which is h a r­
monic on bo th  sides of a hyperplane, to  be subharm onic across the hyper­
plane. Such a lem m a was, for example, given by D. D rasin [12] in the case 
d =  2. We include a proof for completeness. Define
P + =  { (X ,y ) E P ( 0 ,1) : y >  0},
P ~  =  {(X , y) E P ( 0 ,1) : y <  0}.
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L e m m a  5.2 Suppose that u ( X j y )  is real-valued and continuous in the ball 
B ( 0 , 1 ) and is harmonic inJ>oth and B ~ . I f  for each (X , 0) in P ( 0 ,1),
£)+u(X ) =  lim (5.2.3)
3/-0+ y  ^ _
and
D _ u (X ) =  lim - y )  (5.2.4)
 ^  ^ 2/-^0+ y   ^ ^
exist, and satisfy
D + u (X )> D _ n ( X ) ,  (5.2.5)
then u ( X , y )  is suhharmonic in B { 0 , 1 ).
P r o o f  We will show th a t for each (X , 0) w ith |X | <  1 and all sufficiently 
small r , u (X , 0) is dom inated by the average of its boundary values on 
d B { { X , 0 ),r).  Then, by definition, (see e.g. [22] page 40), u (X ,y ) will be 
subharm onic at each such point (X , 0) and since, by assum ption, u (X , y)  
is harm onic in and B ~ , it will then  follow th a t u { X , y )  is subharm onic 
throughout P ( 0 ,1). Note th a t u  is continuous on the closure of P ((X , 0), r)  
by assum ption. For simplicity we take X  =  0 in the following argum ent.
Suppose first th a t strict inequality holds in (5.2.5). Let h be harm onic 
in P (0 ,r ) ,  continuous in P ( 0 ,r )  and equal to u  on d B { 0 ,r).  We show th a t 
u < k i n  B { 0 , r) . Suppose contrary to this th a t u >  h somewhere in P (0 , r).
Then u — h a tta ins its positive m axim um  m  at (X o ,y o ) G B { 0 ,r).  Thus
(X o,t/o ) cannot be in ^ P ( 0 ,r ) .  If yo > 0, then u — h has the constant value 
m  in P ( 0 ,r )  n  {y >  0}, contrary to  u  — /i =  0 on p a rt of the boundary. 
Thus yo <  0. Similarily yo >  0, so th a t yo =  0.
W rite v{X,  y)  =  u(X , y) -  h{X,  y), ÿ(y) =  u(X o,y). Then
ÿ(y) <  ÿ(0) =  m  and ÿ ( - y )  <  (^(0) =  m.
Thus,
0 >  lim ^ {~ y)  ~  2<^(0) _  u { X q, y) +  u(Xo, - y )  -  2n(Xo, 0)
“  y-*o y  y-*Q y
This contradicts (5.2.5) w ith strict inequality.
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If only weak inequality holds in (5.2.5) we apply the above argum ent 
to  li +  e|yI, and deduce th a t u < h-{- er. Letting e tend to  zero, we obtain  
u < h, so th a t this holds in all cases. Now pu tting  (X , y) =  0 we obtain 
the  mean-value inequality so th a t u  is subharm onic.
The last lem m a in this section shows th a t in order to prove Theorem  4.1 
it is enough to  construct a single function f /(X ,y ) in D  which is nonpositive 
on dD,  subharm onic near 0 and which satisfies (5.1.4).
Suppose then th a t D  is given by (5.1.1) where h{ X)  satisfies (5.1.2) and
(5.1.3).
L e m m a  5.3  Suppose that there is a function U[X , y )  in D  which is non­
positive on the boundary of D, is subharmonic in Df\B{f) ,  Cq), where eo >  0, 
and for which
U{0 ,y )
y
then Theorem f . l  follows.
oo as y —> 0" ,^ (5.2.6)
The following boundary Harnack principle will be needed. It was proved 
by B. Dahlberg [11] and J.-M . Wu [35] independently. Ancona [1] extended 
the principle to certain elliptic operators. In the plane case the result is 
easily obtained by using conformai m apping. W hen d >  2, however, the full 
strength  of the proofs in [11] and [35] is needed. A domain D  in 7Z  ^is said to 
be a Lipschitz domain if D  is a bounded domain and to each (Xo,yo) G dD  
there corresponds a local coordinate system (X , y) (X  E and y E B.)
and a Lipschitz function /  from to  IZ such th a t
W n D  =  { ( X , y ) : y > / ( X ) } n D
for some neighbourhood N  of (X o ,y o ). The boundary H arnack principle is 
as follows.
T h e o re m  5 .A  (D a h lb e rg ,W u )  Suppose that D  is a Lipschitz domain, 
that (X o ,y o ) is a point in D , E  a relatively open set on dD  and S  is a sub- 
domain of D  satisfying d S  f \ d D  Ç E.  Then there is a constant C, so that
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whenever Ui and U2 are two positive harmonic functions in D  vanishing on 
E  and Ui{Xo,yo) = U2 {Xo,yo),  then
u i { X , y )  < C u 2 { X , y )
for all { X , y )  £ S.
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  5.3  Since the components are nested, i.e. Ç 
for Cl <  62, we m ay assume th a t e <  cq.
Suppose, then, th a t u  is a  positive harm onic function in which van­
ishes a t all points of dDOdDe. Note th a t U restricted  to  is subharm onic 
and nonpositive on dD  D dD^. P u t
K  =  m a.x{U{X,y) : |(X ,y ) | =  e and ( X , y )  G dD^}.
Then, by the Principle of harm onic m easure ( [22], Theorem  3.11),
[ f ( X , y ) < X w ( X , y )
where w(X, y)  is the harm onic m easure of dD^ n  { |(X , y)\ =  e} w ith respect 
to  Dg. By (5.2.6), therefore,
00 as 3/ ^  0+.
y
Since by Theorem  5.A, u{ 0 ,y )  > Cw(0, y) for all small y, (5.1.4) follows. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3.
5 .3  A  geom etr ic  lem m a
We begin this section w ith a lemma which will be needed in the  proof of 
Lemma 5.6 and which, in the  plane, is equivalent to  s tandard  results on 
the angular derivative problem , (see [32], Theorem  C and Theorem  l(iu )). 
Let h{T)  be a nonnegative Lipschitz function on F  w ith Lipschitz constant 
k = 1  such th a t /i(0) =  0. Let D  be the domain
D  =  { ( X , y ) : y > h ( X ) } .  (5.3.1)
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L e m m a  5 .4  S u p p o s e  t h a t
I f u { X , y )  is continuous in D, positive and harmonic in D  and vanishes on 
dD  in a neighbourhood of 0  then
0 aj y 0+. (5.3.3)
y
Lemma 5.4 is proved using the theory of Sections 1.2.7 and 1.2.8 and 
following closely an argum ent used by R ippon [29] which is in tu rn  based 
on work of W arschawski [34]. To do this, We first of all need the  lemma 
which is to follow.
L e m m a  5.5 Let S{^Er) denote the area of the spherical cap 
^ T  =  {(%,!/) G D i l X r - k y ^ = r ' } .
Then
for^ all small r, where da denotes (d — T)-dimensional measure on \T\ =  r 
and k is a constant depending only on d.
P r o o f  The cap Er is connected since h(T)  has Lipschitz constant 1 and so 
Er meets each hyperplane containing the y-axis in an arc. Suppose th a t 
h(To) 7  ^ 0, where To G F.  Since h[T)  has Lipschitz constant 1,
h{T)  > ^h{To) ÎOV \T -  To\ < ^h{To).
Thus (Tq sin 9, |Tq| c o s  0) ^  D  for ^  > 9 > 9tq where 9to is defined by
|To|cos«r„ =  h (T o ) .
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h(r)
h (T o )
F ig u re  5 .1 D iagram  for Lem m a 5.5
The element of surface m easure a t the point (T  sin^, |T | cos 0) on the 
surface of the <f-sphere of radius r  is
(rd<9)(sin^)‘^“ d^cr
where da denotes (d — 2)-dim ensionalm easure on |T | t .
It follows th a t
' SiEr)  <  — -  f  r (s in d ) ‘^“ ^d^dc7
2 J\T\=r J$T
where dcr denotes (d — 1 ^ -dimensional m easure on |T | — v.
Since sind >  Jd,
l y r . e f - ^ d e  > d - l \ \ 2
2 \ d - 2 7T d- 1
TT
for a constant k depending only on d. Note th a t
r  ’
and so
S(Er)  < — -  /  k r ^ ^ ^ d c T
“ 2 I cWiTi=rirw-i
h{T)
a  J\ \=r \T\‘
d a ] .
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This proves Lemma 5.5.
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  5 .4  We now know th a t
S{Er)  < -  k(r))  (5.3.4)
where, by (5.3.2),
^  M ^c?r =  oo. (5.3.5)
We follow an argum ent used by Rippon [29] in which he uses the Carlem an
m ethod to  obtain  upper bounds for harm onic measure.
Let Di  be the dom ain D  n  B (0 ,1) and let uj{X,y)  denote the harm onic 
m easure w ith respect to  Di oî  D  fl {\X\^  +  =  1}. It is enough to  prove
th a t
‘£ 2^ ^  ^  0 as y ^  0+. (5.3.6)
Following (1.2.12), the Carlem an m ean of cu{X,y)  is given by
=  0 < r < l .
Then, by Theorem  l.F , 
d
{log A (r)} >  2 a (r)  +  d - 2 , 0 < r < l  (5.3.7)
where '
A{r)  =  .
Theorem l.D  states th a t if E  is a set on {\X\^-\-y'^ =  1} and E* is a  spherical 
cap w ith the same surface area as E , then
^  OLE*
and Theorem  l.E  then  gives th a t
where S{E*)  is the surface area of E* and hence of E.  So for any open set 
jE on { |X P  +  =  r^}.
œe
6 2
According to  (5.3.4)
2___ { r ^ C d
T '^^^Cd I  2 
=  1 +  k{r).
“ W > 2 -  -j ^ ( 1  -  fc(r))
This, w ith (5.3.7), implies th a t
r — {log A (r)} >  2 +  2A;(r) +  d — 2 
dr
i.e.
^ { l o g A ( r ) } > -  +  2 M .  (5.3.8)
dr r T
Integrating (5.3.8) yields 
Now,
(5 3 9)
' ‘<5) .  { J -  2 ) ( ! D H l  +  M r K W  ,5.3.10,
r “ I r  I r
and
m {r)m '{r)  =  ^  ^  IV a,,|^d(X ,y). (5.3.11)
Hence m'{r)  >  0 while 0 <  m (r) <  1, and so the set of r  in (0 ,1) where 
m ’{r) >  3 can have length at most | .  Thus there exists ro >  |  such th a t 
’on'[rQ) < 3 and we deduce from (5.3.10) th a t
24(ro)
r,
<  4(d +  1).
It follows, by (5.3.9), th a t
r
and hence, by (5.3.10), th a t
4 Ç 1  <  4(<i+ l)e x p  ( - 2 [ °  M d , )  .0  <  r  <  i
<  const, exp ' (5.3.12)
for a  constant depending only on d.
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Finally, by (1.2.15),
so th a t, by (5.3.12),
w(0, - )  <
<  const.exp ( - £  .0  <  y <  i
y \  J2 y r  J 4
It then follows from (5.3.5) th a t
y
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.4.
Suppose now th a t D  is given by (5.1.1) where h[T)  satisfies (5.1.2) and
(5.1.3). The following geometric lem m a is an essential step in the proof of 
Theorem  4.1.
L e m m a  5 .6  There is a sequence of balls An  =  B{Xn, rn)  contained in D  
for  which
(i) |Xn| is decreasing and the halls B { X m 2 rn) are mutually disjoint,
(ii)
E f î ^ l  = ° ° .  (5.3.13)
hut, for  each n.
g ( r a ) ‘ < 5 k ‘“' r â
where K i  is a constant given hy (5.4.5) 
(in) and, for each n.
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  5.6 F irst of all we choose the balls An so th a t p a rt (%) 
and (5.3.13) hold.
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/h j
J )
t
o
F ig u re  5 .2 A typical ball A„
Since h { X)  is Lipschitz we have, for |X i|, |%2| <  1,
If Xo G F  and a is positive, let C{Xo,  a) be the cone
C{Xo: a) =  {(X, y) : y  > - { a  -  |X  -  Xo|)}.
To begin with, we choose a sequence of cones C(Xn,cin) each of which 
is contained in D  and later the balls in the statem ent of the lem m a are 
fitted inside these cones. In choosing the cones we also define a sequence 
of {d — l)-dim ensional balls Bn contained in F.  Supposing th a t the cones 
C(Xn, an) and the balls Bn, n  =  1, 2 , . . . ,  iV — 1 have already been chosen, 
we choose C(XjVj a/v) and Bw in the following way. F irst pu t
N - l
Ujv =  m ax{À "(X ) : X  0  (J B i }
1 = 1
and suppose th a t
/i“ (Xat) =  an- 
Since h{X)  has Lipschitz constant 1, it follows th a t
6 5
Now let jBiv be the [ d  —  l)-ba ll \ X  —  1 <  ajv- If X  G -Bjv, then
h - { X )  -  h~{XN) < \h~{X)  -  h~{XN)\  < \ X -  X n \ <  a n
and so
Thus,
h (% ) <  2a#.
ai
\Xn
<  c , (5.3.16)
where the constant c depends only on d.
Now consider the {d — l)-dim ensional balls where
=  {X  e  F  : \ X  — Xn\ < -d^} .
Note th a t these balls are m utually  disjoint. For if ri2 >  n i, then Xn,  0  Bm  
by construction and moreover <  0 ^  • Thus,
| X n i  —  X n 2  I  >  O n i  >  “ 0 ^  +  “ U n j
and so the balls B!^  ^ and B!^  ^ do not intersect.
It follows th a t dn tends to  zero, because the disjoint balls |X —Xn| <  
all lie in the ball |X | <  2. So if Xo is a point of F  for which h ~ { X o )  > 0 
then, for some no, d„o <  h { X o )  and it follows from the definition of dno th a t 
Xo £ Bi for some i, 1 <  i <  no — 1. Hence, by (5.1.3),
From  (5.3.16) and (5.3.17) it follows th a t
E
n = l  \
f  CLn
d
\Xr
=  GO. (5.3.18)
It may happen th a t the centres X„ of the balls Bn accum ulate a t points 
o ther than  the origin. This is a problem  if we now try  to  reorder the
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Xn in term s of decreasing modulus. To overcome this, we consider the 
contribution to  the sum in (5.3.18) from each of the annuli
An = { X  : 2 - " - i  <  |X | <  2 ' ” }, n  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .
in tu rn . If there are infinitely m any X„ in a particu lar annulus An^, we can 
choose finitely m any of these X^ G An^ so th a t they contribute a t least half 
as m uch as did the original X n’s to the sum in (5.3.18). Thus it m ay be
assumed th a t there are only finitely m any X^ in each annulus An  and th a t
(5.3.18) holds. It m ay be assumed, therefore, th a t |Xn| is decreasing. 
Noting th a t
5(X „,2r„)C C (X „,ia„)
where 2r„ =  a n l 2 y/ 2  and using the disjoint ness of the balls B!^, we obtain 
a sequence of balls which satisfies (%) and (5.3.13).
We now tu rn  to  part {Hi). It sufiices to  show th a t (5.3.15) holds apart 
from a subsequence of Xn for which the sum in (5.3.13) is finite. P u t
-LW-'
and write V { X , y )  for the harm onic function in the half-space H  with 
boundary values on F given by V { X )  =  /i+(X ) when |X | <  1 and zero 
otherwise, i.e. (see (1.2.9))
Then
L
lim (5.3.20)Ï-0+ y
since V(Xn, 0) =  0.
F irst of all we show th a t if, for a certain n.
dy
then
S i » )  >  1 / ,  (5,3.22)
6 7
for |X  — Xn| <  rn, 0 <  y <  rn.
Suppose then th a t \ X  — Xn\ < Tn, 0 < y < Vn and th a t \T — Xn| >  2rn- 
Then
pC - T T I + y
<  | T - X j  +  | X „ - X | - f y
^  2 r n + | T  —Xn|
<  2 | T - X n | .
Since the ball J5(Xn,2rn) is contained in D,  b+(T) =  0 for \T — Xn\ < 
2r%. Thus,
=  - /cx J\j
-dTy dJ\T\<i ( | X - T |2 +  y2)f
> /  - E T L d T
>  — /
Cd
by (5.3.21). This establishes (5.3.22).
We see from the representation (5.3.19) for V ( X , y )  th a t for a fixed X , 
V { X , y ) / y  decreases strictly  w ith increasing y. This allows us to  define a 
nonnegative function / i ( X )  on F  by the equation
V ( X ,  M X ) )  -  - I M X )  =  0. (5.3.23)
P u t
H { X , y )  = - I y - V { X , y )  
so th a t H { X , y )  is positive and harm onic in the domain
D i =  { ( X , y ) : y > A ( X ) }
and vanishes at all finite boundary points of Moreover,
lim  =  - I - - I  K ^ d T
9-+0+ y Cd CdJ\T\<i \TY-
=  — I
Cd
> 0. (5.3.24)
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We deduce from (5.3.21) and (5.3.22) th a t the surface (X , / i ( X ) )  lies above 
those cylinders
{(X ,y ) : |X - X n l  <  rn ,0  <  y <  Tn}
which correspond to  balls An  for which
Let Anfc be the subsequence of balls An  whose centres (X „ ,0 ) satisfy the 
inequality (5.3.25). We wish to  show th a t
E  t < ° ° -  - (5.3.26)
P u t
f 2 {X )  =
and put
|X"nfc X”|) |X^ 7i,j. X"| "dC. Tnf^  some Aj,
0, otherwise,
D 2 =  { ( X , y ) : y > / 2(X )}.
Thus Di C D 2  since / 2(X ) <  / i ( X )  and so we may extend i/"(X, y) to be 
subharm onic in D 2  by pu tting  Lf(X ,y) =  0 for (X , y) G D 2 \  D i. Noting 
th a t Aly/cd  is a harm onic m ajoran t of H  in D 2, let Lf*(X,y) be the least 
harm onic m ajorant of H { X , y )  in D 2 , so th a t H * {X ,y )  is a  positive h a r­
monic function in D 2  which vanishes at finite boundary points of D 2 . If the 
sum in (5.3.26) is not finite we conclude th a t
i
AM
|T |< 1  ITI'^
dT  = 00
and hence by Lemma 5.4 th a t
H - ( 0 ,y)
y
which contradicts (5.3.24).
It remains to establish (5.3.14). W rite
/
an = K i
|X .| 
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We select a  subsequence n/t such th a t
oo
^ a n f c = o o ,  (5.3.27)
fc=i
bu t
p-i 1 1
<  ô l ° S n r - | ,  P > 2 .  (5.3.28)
Jfc=l . I ^ n p l
To do this we define rip inductively to be the first integer such th a t (5.3.28) 
holds and > Tip_i. Suppose th a t (5.3.27) is false. Then (5.3.28) holds
for Up =  Tip_i +  1 if p  is large, since X „ —> 0. Thus np =  Tip_i -f-1 for large
p  and (5.3.27) holds after all. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.6.
5.4 C on stru ctin g  th e  fu n ction  o f L em m a 5.3
The following constants will be needed in due course. W rite
=  /  - J — H A d T  (5.4.1)
•'m<i (1 + |T p ) î
and
h  =  cj_i /  ------------------dt. (5.4.2)
Jo (^  4-  / 2I 2
'1 l - t  
0+1 )^^
We need to  construct a function U {X ,y )  in D  which has the properties 
described in Lem m a 5.3, namely U[X^y)  is nonpositive on the boundary of 
D,  is subharm onic near zero and (5.2.6) holds. In view of the local na tu re  
of Lemma 5.3, we may assume th a t the finite integral in (5.1.2) is small. In 
fact, we assume th a t
h H T )  _  ,  I ,
'|T|<1 |T |‘^
F irst we obtain  from Lemma 5.6 a sequence of balls {A,i} =  B{Xn,Tn)  
which satisfies the conclusions of th a t lemma. We then put
(D n if )U (U n A n ) ,
SO th a t 72 is a  subdom ain of D.  The function U ( X ,y )  which we construct 
is defined in R  and is nonpositive on the boundary of R.  Thus by taking
7 0
the m axim um  of U{Xj y) and 0 in 72 and 0 in 7) \  72 we obtain the required 
subharm onic function in 77,
Next we define a sequence of num bers {fJ>n}T ^7  setting p i =  1 and, for 
77 — 2 ,3 , . . . ,  by the recurrence relation
W ’
where
L e m m a  5 .7  I f  N  > 3 ,  we have
Also,
fiji —* 0  as n  oo.
(5.4.4)
(5.4.5)
(5.4.6)
(5.4.7)
P r o o f  On solving the recurrence relation (5.4.4) we obtain, for N  > 3 ,
N - lf^N   ^  TT
t n  ”  r-2
l  +  7fi
|Xn|
Since x / 2  < log(l +  æ) <  æ for 0 <  je <  1 and 7fi <  1, we have
/ \ d'
^  ^  exp I  E  log
r #  r2 (  n = 2
1 -f- 7Ci
l^nl
 ^ S(ra
which is (5.4.6), and we have
We now deduce from (5.3.14) and (5.4.9) th a t
r„  r j  r j
(5.4.8)
(5.4.9)
7 1
I.e.
.  /^ 2 I
T2
so th a t pn 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.7.
W rite Fn =  A„ H F  and let P^ , denote the Poisson kernel of An with 
singularity at (X n ,rn), norm alised so th a t Pn(Xn) =  1. Note th a t, w ith I 2  
given by (5.4.2),
/  Pr,{T)dT = h r i- \  (5.4.10)
We begin the construction of Î7(X, y ) by defining
: : C f(X ,y ) =  P n 7 ^ (X ,y ), ; (5.4.11)
for (X ,y ) € An H {y <  0}. Thus on F  we have a function U i(X ) where
«:(%) =  I  ^  G r . ,  (5.4.12)
( 0, otherwise,
and then, for (X , y) G H ,  we define
Since by (5.4.7) the num bers Pn tend to  zero, U i(X ) is continuous on F  and 
U i(X ,y) is positive and harm onic in H.  Now, U i(X ,y) is positive at points 
(X ,/i+ (X )), where /i’^ (X ) >  0, on the boundary of R.  So to  compensate 
for this we subtract from U i(X ,y) a positive harm onic function U2 { X ,y )  
which is the extension into H  of the boundary function
where
and
ug(X) =  a(X )/L+(X ) (5.4.14)
22dr
K 2  =  (5.4.16)
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Note th a t U2 { X )  is bounded on F.  In fact, consider the  range 2^h'^{X) < 
\X  — Xn\ < 2P+^/i+(X),p >  1, and denote the corresponding sum  by X)p- 
Then, since the balls A„ are disjoint.
<  K 2 M h ^ { X )
< c/i+(X)
(2 p /i+ (x )y
(2PA+(X))d 
<  c2-P,
where <  M  by (5.4.7). Hence,
CO
« : ( % ) <  E E ,  < 2 ^ ,
p = l
and tt2(X ) is uniformly bounded on P .
Thus we complete the construction of U(X , y) in R  by p u tting
ff(X ,y ) =  u i(X ,y ) -U 2 (X ,y ) ,  (5.4.17)
f o r (X ,y )G 7 f .
5.5 P r o o f o f  T h eorem  4.1
As noted earlier, we need to show th a t the function U {X ,y )  constructed in 
the previous section is nonpositive on the boundary of R,  is subharm onic 
near 0 and th a t (5.2.6) holds. We make a s ta rt on this task in the next 
lemma.
L e m m a  5.8 The function U {X ,y )  defined by (5.4.17) is nonposiiive on the 
boundary of R.
P r o o f  O ther th an  at points (X , /i+(X )) where A,+(X) >  0, we have U = 0  
on d R  by construction. Suppose then th a t h ^ { X )  > 0. We need an estim ate 
for u i(X ,/i '^ (X )). From  (5.4.12) and (5.4.13),
2 f  h+{X)ui[T)
-dT
ci Jf  { \X  -  T p  +  h + ( x y ) i
t^nPniT)
Q  ' ^ ^ j T n { \ x - T \ ^  + h + { x y ) i  
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-dT.
For T  G Fn, we have
( \ X  -  T p  +  h + ( X Y ) i  >  |X  -  r |  >  |X  -  -  r„.
By Lemma 5.6 (i), 2r„ <  |X  — Xn\  and so
( |X  -  r p  + / i+ (x p )5  >  -  X „|.
Therefore,
> 9 °o 2*^  r
' « l(X ,X + (X )) <  - k + ( X )  E  , y  ■_  y  I, L  l^nP.{T)dT
Cd Tl=l '^711 ‘'in
n j>d—l
=  K s h + i X )  E
KsK ' M X ) ,  (5.5.1)
where, by (5.4.10),
nd+l
Ks = ------72.
Cd
We next estim ate U2(X ,/i+ (X )), where h'^{X)  >  0 and U2 { X ,y )  is the 
extension into H  of the boundary values given by (5.4.14) and (5.4.15). We 
have.
Cd J f  ( |x  -  T p  +  /i+(X )2)f 
2 /  h+{X)u 2 {T)> cj Vi. - d r .C i  J\x-T\<h-nx) ( | x  -  T p  +  / i+ (X )2 ) f
Note th a t because of the Lipschitz condition on h"*", we have h"t(T) >  
h+ (X ) -  |T  -  X | for |T  -  XI <  h+(X ). Thus, for T  in this range,
u 2 ( T ) > a * ( X ) ( h + ( X ) - |T - X |) ,
where
a*{X) = m m { a { T )  : \T -  X \  < A+(X)}.
So,
=  X 4A +(X )aX :^), (5.6.2)
7 4
where
X 4 =  - h
Cd
and 7i is given by (5.4.1). It rem ains to  estim ate a*[X).
If |X  — T | <  A+(X); then  for n  =  1,2,__ ,
\ T  -  X„| <  |T  -  X |  +  |X  -  X „| <  h+ (X ) +  |X  -  X „| <  2 |X  -  X „|
SO th a t by (5.4.15)
a* (X ) >  2 - M { X ) .  (5.5.3)
Now it follows from (5.5.2) and  (5.5.3) th a t
«2(X, h+ (X )) >  K i 2 - M { X ) h + { X )  = K i2-Ju2(X) .  (5.5.4)
Comparing the estim ates (5.5.1) and (5.5.4) we see th a t
U 2(X ,A + (X ))> 'd i(X ,/L + (X ))
and so U {X ,y )  is nonpositive a t (X ,/i+ (X )). The only rem aining point to 
check is the origin. To dispose of this case note th a t U {X ,y )  < Ui{X ,y)
and th a t Ui{X,y)  is continuous a t the origin with Ui{0) =  0 since pn 0
as 71 —4 oo. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.8.
For each X  in 77 we use (5.2.3) and (5.2.4) with u =  17 as definitions of 
7)+[7(X) and D - U { X )  respectively. Estim ates for 77^!7(X) and D - U { X )  
are obtained in the next lem m a and we show th a t (5.2.5) holds for all X  in 
R  close to  0. Then Lemma 5.2 tells us th a t U {X ,y )  is subharm onic near 0.
L e m m a  5.9 I f  X  £ F #  then
(i)
( i i )
D _ U { X )  <  (5 .5 .5 )
r #
D , U { X )  =  ^  |(x,o) -  ÿ  |(x,o, (5 .5 .6 )
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where
and
Here
dui
dy
du 2  
dy
{X, o ) > K s  E
d - 1
d p N
l^n  -  X ^ Y  rr.
< -  E
ld„rd - 1
+ KrfiN
-  2 „ ^ f X ^ „ \ X n - X N Y  ‘ rt!
= ê  G ) = 2A^
(5.5.7)
(5.5.8)
Cd v à y  d .6 C d '
We deduce that U {X ,y )  is subharmonic in a neighbourhood of 0 .
P r o o f  The inequality (5,5.5) is a consequence of (5.4.11), (5.2.4) and 
Lemma 5.1.
The equation (5.5.6) is obtained on differentiating (5.4.17) according to 
(5.2.3), w ith u  replaced by U .
First of all, we estim ate from below the contribution to  P + I7(X ) from 
u i. The contribution from P # (T ) on F #  itself, works against us. However, 
by the m axim um  principle, the derivative does not exceed w hat it would be 
if D  were replaced by the  ball A # , i.e. d/i#/?"# as above. Thus, if X  G F # , 
then
dui  2
dy ( x ,o ) JF r#
£ . . i
flnPn{T) dpN
71=1,7196#
If T  G F n ,n  X , then
| X - T |  <  |X n - X # |+ r n  +  r #  <  - |X ^ - X # | ,
by Lemma 5.6 (i). Therefore, by (5.4.10), 
dui
dy {X
dpN
l^ n  -  X n Y  Fn
which is (5.5.7).
Next, if X  G F # , then the contribution to  D + P (X ) from  U2 is
du 2
dy (X ,o ) =  - /
U2 {T)
dT
a  Jf  \X  -  T Y  
2 r a(T)h+{T)
= Cd Jfd p |X - T M
dT.
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Since |X  — X # | <  r# , we have |X  — T | >  |X #  — T | — r# . Also, if h'^{T) > 0 
then  2 r#  <  |T  -  X # | and so |X  -  T | >  | |X #  -  T\. Therefore, by (5.4.16),
a u .  ^ 2^ +^: /" o :(T )^+ (T )^^d 2 / '+ ' f a[T)h-^[T)
ay -  cj Vr |X# -  TM
=  '4 J M .
h+(T) 
|X „  -  T Y
dT
E/, :dT~  Ci ^ J f \ X ^ - T Y ' \ T - X „ Y
where, by (5.4.16),
23^ +^^  72
K g —   ---------— .
Cdh
It remains to estim ate
If \ X „ - T Y \ T - X M '
Suppose first th a t n  ^  N .  Consider
" = t . .  IX.'-
Since,
< 2 m a x i ^
\x ^ - t \\x „ - t \ -  \ | x ^ - T | ’ | X u - r |
it follows th a t
7  <  2
rtti+1 od+1 f  ' -d T
-  ^  A i< i I r p
by Lemma 5.6 {Hi). It then follows from (5.4.3) th a t
T <p , n d + l n d + l
8.48'^
h
2 . 12^
K g
2X6"
77
The case n  = N  remains. By Lemma 5.6 {Hi) and since h'^{T) > 0 implies 
th a t |X #  — T | >  2 r# , we have
r h + { T ) d T  4  (   ^ Y  f  l 4 T ) d T  .
J \ T \ < i  \X n  — T\^‘^ ~  \ 2 r # /  7it|<i |Xjv —
l ) ' { :
A _
2 r# y  I 8.48*^
4.48<^y r ^ '
Thus,
Xe^#r#^ f  
Jf
h-^{T)dT ^  
>  -  T p ‘‘ -  ■'rw’
which completes the proof of (5.5.8).
It follows from Lemma 5.2 th a t U { X ,y )  will be subharm onic close to  0
if
D _ [ f ( X )< D + [ /(X ) ,
when X  Ç. R  and X  is close to  0. Thus the estim ates (5.5.5), (5.5.6), (5.5.7) 
and (5.5.8) give a criterion for U { X ,y )  to  be subharm onic near 0, namely 
th a t for all large X ,
Since \Xn — X # | <  2|Xn| for n  <  X  , (5.5.11) holds if
^  y'nT't, ly _  « o
r # - ( 2 d + X 7 ) 2 '^ + i ;& ^
which is the case by the definition (5.4.4). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 5.9.
We have shown th a t the function U {X ,y )  is subharm onic near zero and 
is nonpositive at finite boundary points of the domain R.  To complete the 
proof of Lemma 5.3 we prove (5.2.6).
7 8
L e m m a  5 .10  T h e  f u n c t i o n  U { X , y )  s a t i s f i e s  (5.2.6) i n  t h a t
C^(o,y)
y
oo as y 0+. (5.5.12)
P r o o f ,  To begin with, (5.4.12) and (5.4.13) give
u i(0 ,y ) 2 f  Ui(T)
y LCd 7 F ( | T | 2 + y 2 ) f dT
MnPn(y)
If | X n |  >  y  and |T  — X n |  <  r„, then
( |T r  +  y :^)& < |T | +  y < 3 |X , | ,
dT.
and if |Xn| <  y, then 
Thus, if we put 
then
where, by (5.4.10),
( |T r  +  v ') :  < 3 y .
m ( n ,y )  =  m ax{|X „|, y},
M ^ ^ y )
y
Next, by (5.4.14) and (5.4.15),
U2(0,y) 2 f  U2 {T)= - IC d  J Fi J F ( \ T Y + y 2 ) ,
2 f  a{T)h-^[T)
+ ^ m { n , y y
2 h
■dT
I. . d TQ d F ( |T p + 2 /2 ) î  
2 / r . .  ^  linvi-^
C iJF[
fc+(T)
( | r p +  !/:);
A+(T)
-dT
(5.5.13)
I X  \T -  X „ P ( |T p  +  y=)l
dT  ,(5.5.14)
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where, by (5.4.16),
-Ag — ----- ----
q 7i
We shall prove th a t
X  IT -  y j X r l 2  ^  2 K „ 'm { n . v Y '  (5-5-15)'^ ■ |T -X „ P ( |T p + 3 /= )5  2 K s ' m { n , y Y '
Consider
Q  =  I  — . d T .  
J\:
m {n ,y Y h + {T )  
'm <i |T - X „ P ( |T p  +  y 2 )|
Suppose th a t |Xn| >  y. Then m { n ,y )  =  |X „|. If 0 <  |T | <  | |X „ |,  then  
| T - X „ |  >  i |X „ | =  If | |X „ | <  |T | <  1, then  ( |T P  +  >
||X „ I =  |m (n ,i / )  and so
0 < 2 4 [  J E M L . /  ^ 4 T)
-  V o < |r |< % l( |r p  +  y2)r d % l< |r |< i |T - X „ P  J
Suppose th a t |X^| <  y.  Then m (n ,y ) =  y  and (|T |^ +  y^)& >  so
and (5.5.16) holds in general. We know from Lemma 5.6 (m ) and (5.4.3) 
th a t
[  J A D - d T  < 2"+^ /  E M
J \T \<1  \ T  -  X n \ ‘^  J \T \<1  ITI'^
<  9(^ +1 Xi 
8.48^
1 Xs 
2'f+i2Xg'
Thus (5.5.16) yields
^  l 2'f+ i2X 9y 2X 9"
This proves (5.5.15).
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d T
Thus, (5.5.13), (5.5.14) and (5.5.15) yield
(/(o ,y ) ^  ^i(Qry) ~ ^ 2 (o ,y )  
y - y
^  Xs -
2 ^ ^ im (n ,y ) ‘^
_  Xg T '
Y  .  \  /  &  IX.M
  K s  (  y>ny \
2 X i \ , r , ^ y '
by (5.4.4) where U y  is the  largest n  for which \Xny | >  y. Thus r iy  tends to 
infinity as y tends to zero and, since ^nA n —> oo as n  oo by (5.4.6) and 
(5.3.13), (5.5.12) follows. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.10.
8 1
C hapter 6
F urther resu lts on p o sitiv e  harm onic  
fu n ction s in L ipsch itz dom ain s
6.1 S ta tem en t o f  resu lts
We deal in this chapter w ith two results which complement Theorem  4.1. 
In th a t theorem  we dealt w ith the more difficult case when the integral in
(4.4.2) is finite and th a t in (4.4.3) is infinite. We will deduce from Theorem
4.1 a corresponding result when the integral in (4.4.3) is finite and th a t in
(4.4.2) is infinite.
We work in 'RA where d > 3. The results in the plane are known. As 
before, h [X )  is a real-valued Lip 1 function w ith Lipschitz constant 1 which 
vanishes outside |X | <  1 and for which h{0 ) =  0. We pu t
D = { { X , y ) e T T ‘ : y > h { X ) }  (6.1.1)
and, for positive e, write for the component of D f] B { 0 , e) which contains 
those points (0 ,y ) w ith 0 <  y <  e.
T h e o re m  6.1 Suppose that the integral 
and that
8 2
I f  € is positive and u  is any positive harmonic function in which is 
continuous in De and vanishes at all points of d D  fl dDe, then
u(0,y)
y
The case when both  integrals are finite remains. We prove 
T h e o re m  6 .2  Suppose that both
and that
/ t |<1 ^
I f  € is positive and i f  u  is any positive harmonic function in De which is 
continuous in De and vanishes at all points of dD  D dDe, then
y -»o  y
exists and 0 <  Z <  oo.
Both Theorem  6.1 and Theorem  6.2 were proved by Burdzy (see [8], 
Theorem 4.2) using probabilistic m ethods. Once again our proofs are clas­
sical.
6.2 P r o o f o f  T h eorem  6.1
The proof of Theorem  6.1 is based on m ethods taken from [18] and [29] 
and uses the theory described in Sections 1.2.7 and 1.2.8.
Let a positive e be given. We let 7?"^  and D~  be the com ponents of
{ (X ,y ) .G X (0 ,e ) :y > A (X )}
and
{(X ,y) G X (0,e) : y <  A(X)}
8 3
containing (0, e/2) and (0, - e /2 )  respectively. Let and E~  denote those 
p arts  of the boundaries of D+ and D~  on 5(0, e) respectively.
Define and uj~ on X(0, e) as follows. Let
M y )
1 0 ,  ( X ,y ) 0 D + ,
and
w - r y  ( x , y ) € D - ,
I 0. { X , y ) ^ D - ,
where w denotes harm onic measure. Then and uj~ are subharm onic and 
nonnegative in 5 (0 , e). In what follows we work w ith bu t by sym m etry 
the same analysis applies equally well to w".
For each r  w ith 0 <  r  <  e we m ake the following definitions. Let 5 + ( r )  
denote the intersection of the set >  0 w ith 5(0, r )  and let o:+(r) be the 
characteristic constant of jF+(r). As in (1.2.12), pu t
771*^
SO th a t 7n+(r) denotes the Carlem an m ean of 
Theorem  l .F  then gives th a t
r ^ { lo g A + ( r ) }  > 2 o : + ( r ) + d - 2 ,  (6.2.1)dr 
where
A +(r) =  r —  {rnA[rfr^~'^'^ . (6.2.2)
Suppose th a t 0 <  r  <  e/2. Integrating (6.2.1) yields
logA'^(i)j^ >  2 ^  +  ( d —2)log ^ .
Thus
giving
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Now
, ,  , 2m +(r) d
r
and so, since (m '^)'(r) >  0,
r ‘
From  (6.2.3) and (6.2.4) we obtain
>  (d -  2) . (6.2.4)
W ith  5 ~ ( r ) ,o '“ ( r ) ,m ” (r) and A ~(r) defined-analogously, we obtain
Thus « 4./ N . N
m ^ ( r ) m - { r )  < C e x p L j j  ^ E I + f L W d f J  (6.2.5)
where C  depends only on e, the function h{T)  and d bu t not on r.
Let Cdr‘^“ ^5+(r) and Cdr‘^ ~^ S~{ r)  denote the areas of 5 + ( r )  and E ~ { r )  
respectively. Thus
5 + (r) +  5 ~ (r) <  1.
Now from Theorem  l.D  and Theorem  l.E  we have th a t
o:+(r) >  2(1 -  5 + (r))
and th a t
a " ( r )  >  2(1 -  5 “ (r)),
so th a t
CK+(r) +  a -(r )  >  2(2 -  5+(r) -  5"(r)) >  2.
Thus, by (6.2.5),
m ’^ (r)m  (r) <  C  exp j  - d t
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(6.2 .6)
Note by (1.2.15) th a t
w+ ^0 , 0  <  3.2'^-^m+(r)
and th a t
w- (o, 0  < zM-^m-ir).
Thus by (6.2.6)
Note th a t in the above analysis required to establish (6.2.7) no use was 
m ade of the fact th a t the function h{T)  is Lipschitz. Thus (6.2.7) holds for 
any continuous function A(T).
In our situation, the assum ptions th a t h{T)  is Lipschitz and th a t (6.1.2) 
and (6.1.3) hold enable us to  deduce from Theorem  4.1 th a t
r
as r  —> 0. The inequality (6.2.7) then  yields
(jj (0,r)
l im ------------ =  0,r—fO T*
which completes the proof of Theorem  6.1 by Theorem  5.A.
6.3 P r o o f o f T h eorem  6.2
The assum ptions (6.1.4) and (6.1.5) imply th a t the boundary of D  near 
0 is almost flat, so th a t small neighbourhoods of 0 look like half-spheres. 
Thus u in jD is not very different from a positive harm onic function in a 
half-sphere for which the lim it in question certainly exists. The strategy of 
the proof is to  make the above observations precise. Before em barking on 
the proof proper we make a
D e fin itio n  6 .1 Suppose that D  is a domain in and that E  is a Borel 
subset of the boundary of D. Suppose further that u is a continuous real­
valued function on E .  Then we write
<j){x;E,u,D)
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for the harmonic function in D  with boundary values of  u (x) on E  and 0 
otherwise.
For r in (0,e), we let Dr and D+ be the  domains which are the in­
tersection of 5 (0 , r )  w ith y  >  h(^JC) and y  >  respectively. Let Cr
denote th a t part of the boundary of D f  on 5(0, r)  and let Fr denote the 
intersection of Dr w ith the hyperplane y = 0 .
Now fix ro in (0, e). For x  in we have
%(%) =  ÿ(%; +  ÿ (a î;-F ro ,u ,5^). (6.3.1)
Next, for 0 <  /? <  ro, let Sp denote the half-sphere which is the intersection 
of 5 (0 , p) and 5 .  Also, let Hp denote all those (X ,y ) in Sp which lie on 
the graph (X ,/i ‘^ (X )).
F ig u re  6.1 N otation for (6.3.1) and (6.3.2)
Then, w riting uo{x) =  ÿ(%; Cr, ,u ,  5 + ) ,  we have for æ in D j
ito(^) — Cp, uq, 5p) *^(2 , Hpy Cp, liQ, 5p), Dp ).
We write, for x  G 5 j" ,
Vp{x) = (j}{x\Cp,uo,Sp),
and so we have, by (6.3.1) and (6.3.2) th a t, for x  in 5 j",
u{x)  =  Vp { x )  +  (j){x] F r , ,U jD fJ  — <j){x] HpjVp,Dp).
(6.3.2)
(6.3.3)
8 7
Thus, by (6.3.3), for 0 <  p <  ro and 0 <  7/ <  p,
^  u (0 ,y ) ^  V p ( f i , y )  < l ) { { 0 , y ) \ F r , , u , D X )
y y ~ y ~ y y
(6 .3 .4)
Now
lim M M
y- 0  y
exists and equals Xp, say. Thus, by (6.3.4),
lim sup ^  <  lim sup ( M M  +  M M M M )  ■
y->o y  vr*o \  y  y  J
. <  lim sup M M  +  lim sup M l M M M
y —*0 y  y - * 0  y
= Ü T p + l i m s u p M M i M M S l  (6.3.5)
y-»o y
and
lim inf M W  >  l i m i n f f M M - M M M M l l )
y-^0 y  y-^0 \  y  y  J
> l im in fM M _ lim su p M M L M M l)
y-*o y  y-^o y
=  j r , _ l i m s u p M M i M M l l .  (6 .3 .6)
y-*o y
Let a positive 6  be given. We now show th a t for all sufficiently small ro,
l i m s u p M M M M a l < 5  (6.3.7)
y-^0 y
and th a t, if ro is fixed, then  for all sufficiently small p,
(6.3.8)
y-»o y
It then follows from (6.3.5) and (6.3.6) th a t
l i m s u p M W - l i m i n f M W < 2 5
y-^0 y  y
so th a t
lim M W
y-»o  y  
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exists.
To complete the proof of the theorem  we need to establish (6.3.7) and 
(6.3.8). We begin w ith (6.3.7).
Note th a t for each r  in (0, e),
( f ) { x ] F r , u , D f )  <  ( j ) { x ] F r , u , S f )  (6.3.9)
since D f  is a subdom ain of 5g. Moreover,
lim
y -* 0  y,.
exists since 5^ is a half-sphere, though the lim it m ight possibly be infinite. 
Let D f  be the  domain which is the intersection of 5 (0 , e) w ith y > h ~ [ X ) .  
We can now obtain from (6.2.3) a lemma analogous to  Lemma 5.5 which 
when combined w ith the proof of Theorem  P a rt (i) in [29] yields
l i m s u p M i M T Z l < o o .
y-»o y
Since (f)[x\F^jU,Sf) < (j){x',Cc,u,D^ ) we deduce th a t
lim m m
y-*o y
Thus
lim I lim =  0
r—>0 \ y—>0 y
and so, by (6.3.9), (6.3.7) holds.
It rem ains to  establish (6.3.8). This is a little  more involved than  (6.3.7). 
Note th a t if 0 <  pi <  p2 <  then, for x  in 5p ,,
Vp^{x) <Vp^{x)
since on Cp^
uo{x) <Vp^{x).
It then follows th a t
f{x]Hp,Vp,D'^) < (f>{x]Hp,Vr,,D'^)
< (j){x]Hp,Vr,,üp) (6.3.10)
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where
Üp = H \  {(X , y)  in 5 (0 , p) w ith y <  /i+(X )}
We now construct a harm onic m ajoran t for (j){x] Hp,Vr,,flp)  by extending 
into the half-space H  a suitable function w(T) on the boundary of H.
First of all, since Vr, is the restriction to  Sr, of a  harm onic function in 
5 (0 , ro) we have th a t
dvr. < M ( A )
dy
when |æ| <  A ro ,0  <  A < 1 and where C  depends only on the m axim um  of 
u  and on d. Thus, taking A =  |  say,
Vr,{X,y) < ^  (6.3.11)
when |X | <  ro /2  and |(X ,y ) | <  3ro/4. Clearly, we can then  increase 
C\ if necessary so th a t (6.3.11) holds for |X | <  ro /2  and any y  so th a t 
| ( X , y ) | < r o .
Next we define the boundary function w(T). Define
w(T) =  %  m ax |fc+ (X ) : \ X - T \ <  , (6.3.12)
7rCi(<i -  1)2''-* f 5 y
where
Co. =
We assert th a t
In fact.
ToOTd-l
w(T) < 2C 2h+ (T ). .  (6.3.13)
/i+(X ) <  |X  - T |  +  /i+(T) 
because h is Lipschitz w ith constant 1 and so, if |X  — T | <  /i+ (X )/2 , then
h+ (X ) <  2h+(T).
Next, the harm onic extension w of w(T) in to  H  m ajorises ÿ(æ; Hp, Vr,,Qp). 
For this it is enough by (6.3.11), th a t if |X | <  p then
w (% ,a+(% )) >  M M ,  (6.3.14)
‘^0
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We now estim ate w(%, /i+(X )) from below.
w = - I
1 f  h+(X)iv{T) ■dT
^ ( | T - % p  + h + { x y ] ^
>  /  ,  J f i n ------- ,d T .
TT j\x-T ]< !^  [ | T  _  x p  +  h+{x yy
By definition of w(T), we have
w(T) >  C2fc+(X) when |T  -  X | <
Furtherm ore, when |T  — X | <  h'^{X)/2j
2
|T  -  X p  +  h + (X ): <  fc+(X )^(i +  1) =  h + { X f .
Thus,
.fXMix)) > ^  (sF&p)' W ' ( 4 ^ d-1
^  C ^ r ^ V  f  o r d - l \  1
7T \ 5 .
=  —- h ^ { x ) .
f'o
Lastly, note th a t by (6.3.10), (6.3.13) and (6.3.14)
, .  ÿ((0,y);^p,T /p,'D +) ^  T  (j){{0 ,y)]Hp,Vr^,Üp)
hm  s u p   ---------------— <  lim s u p ---------------------------
y —*o y  y—»o yy *0
<
y —>0 y
V7T J f |T P
<
2 C 2 f  & + (? )
7T J'\T\<p \ x y
dT.
Since, if p is small.
this establishes (6.3.8) and completes the proof.
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